Bay of Plenty Civil Defence
Emergency Management Group

Annual Report
2017/18

In the last year we…
Supported
18 communities
to develop
Community
Response
Plans across the

Delivered more than

50 community initiatives

Bay of Plenty

Facebook followers increased
from 26,488 to 30,159

(an increase of
3,693 or 14%)

We have

1,390 Twitter
followers

More than 370
council staff have
participated in
CDEM training

295 hours training
staff and volunteers

41,367
residents

signed up to

text alerts

184 staff participated in
exercises over the year

Responded to 8 significant

emergency
events including
1 declared state
of emergency
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Foreword
This has been another significant year for the Bay of
Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management (CDEM)
Group and Emergency Management Bay of Plenty. A
key accomplishment has been the publication of the
Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Plan 2018 – 2023. The Plan
sets the direction for the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group
over the next 5 years, defining the Bay of Plenty CDEM
Group’s activities and the role of stakeholders in CDEM
in the Bay of Plenty.

• Preparation for Tropical Cyclone Gita in February
2018, including a vulnerability assessment.
Fortunately, Tropical Cyclone Gita did not have a
significant effect on the Bay of Plenty. However, it
did impact the lower North Island and South Island
where a total of seven states of emergency were
declared. One member of Emergency Management
Bay of Plenty was deployed to support the response
effort on the West Coast of the South Island.

The past year has also seen a number of reviews
underway, at national, group and local levels. The
outcomes of the reviews ensure CDEM continues to
evolve and remain responsive to learning from and
planning for natural hazards in New Zealand.

• The region-wide vulnerability assessment was
updated in March 2018 with the expected arrival
of Cyclone Hola and a pre-event action plan
released to CDEM stakeholders. Cyclone Hola
stayed centred offshore of New Zealand and while
there was a strong wind warning and a heavy rain
watch in place for the Bay of Plenty, there were no
significant impacts.

Bay of Plenty CDEM Group launched a new website
with an improved layout and design, making it easier to
update site information and for visitors to navigate.
There have been a number of emergency events
that Bay of Plenty CDEM Group and Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty has prepared for, supported
and responded to over the year. These have included:
• An oil spill in the Tauranga Harbour near Cross
Road and Sulphur Point that travelled down to the
Marine Precinct. Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty supported the Bay of Plenty Regional Council
Regulatory Compliance and Maritime teams to
investigate, respond to and organise the clean-up.
• Severe weather in January 2018 that impacted
the Bay of Plenty. High winds and low pressure
coincided with king tides across the Bay of Plenty
caused flooding in a number of coastal areas. A
downed tree tragically caused a fatality in Rotorua.

• Rotorua Lakes District Council experienced flooding
in April 2018 that resulted in 90 homes being
uninhabitable. Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty and the wider Bay of Plenty CDEM Group
provided support to the response effort and the
ongoing recovery.
• Whakatāne District Council continued leading
ongoing support to the Edgecumbe recovery effort
over the year.
While it has been another busy year in the Bay of
Plenty, good progress has been made in lifting the
percentages of staff trained to deliver CDEM in a
natural disaster and in supporting preparedness work
with Bay of Plenty communities, providing a solid
platform to build from for the coming year.

• Ōpōtiki District Council activated their Emergency
Operations Centre (EOC) in February 2018 in
response to severe weather. The Otara River reached
its highest recorded level since records began,
threatening parts of the township and flooding some
rural areas.
Six main icons
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Highlights over the year
Emergency Media Public Affairs
Awards 2017

CDEM Director’s Innovation
Award 2018

The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group were honoured to
receive an award for Excellence in Communication:
Readiness and Resilience from Emergency Media and
Public Affairs in August 2017. The award recognises the
work undertaken in developing a suite of community
resilience tools including the Marae Emergency
Preparedness Planning and Community Response
Planning toolkits, the Community Resilience Strategy
and Marae Emergency Preparedness Planning
Implementation Plan.

Whakatāne District Council was presented the
Director’s Innovation Award at the national Emergency
Management Conference in May 2018, recognising
their efforts supporting the community following the
April 2017 flooding event. Whakatāne District Recovery
Project Team received the award for their work on the
Liveable Homes Project and wider Whakatāne District
Recovery work.

CDEM Long Service
Awards 2018
On 15 September 2017, a ceremony was held to
acknowledge 27 personnel across the region receiving
awards for 10, 20 and 30 years of long service to
CDEM (CDEM). The awards were presented by Sarah
Black, Director Ministry of Civil Defence & Emergency
Management. The full list or recipients can be found on
the Ministry of Civil Defence & Emergency Management
website www.civildefence.govt.nz
On 30 May 2018, Minister of Civil Defence, Hon Kris
Faafoi hosted the Awards Dinner in the Banquet Hall
in Parliament. The Minister recognised the dedication
and commitment of a number of individuals for 20, 30
and 40 years’ service. This included Gary Allis, Western
Bay of Plenty District Council CDEM 40 years, Barbara
Dempsey, Whakatāne District Council CDEM 20 years
and Phillip Martelli, Western Bay of Plenty District
Council CDEM 20 years.

Bay of Plenty Regional Councils and Western Bay of
Plenty District Council Recipients of their CDEM Long
Service Awards.
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, MAY 2018

The Whakatāne District Council recipients of the Civil
Defence Emergency Management Director’s Innovation
Award May 2018.
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, APRIL 2017

Get Ready Week 9–13
October 2017
Get Ready Week is held every year to mark the
International Day for Natural Disaster Reduction. The
theme for 2017 was “Stay Safe, Stay Informed”. Bay of
Plenty residents were encouraged to get to know their
neighbours, know their local radio stations, to follow
local council and civil defence social media platforms
and to check to see if their phones were Emergency
Mobile Alert capable.
The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group provided Bunnings
stores across the Bay of Plenty with resources to
support the “Stay Safe, Stay Informed” campaign.
Bunnings supported the week by hosting displays,
promoting emergency preparedness resources
and encouraging customers to make a plan and
be prepared.
Local councils and partner agencies were also provided
with emergency preparedness resources to promote
the “Stay Safe, Stay Informed” campaign through their
internal and external channels including libraries and
front counter/reception area displays.
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World Tsunami Awareness Day
– 5 November 2017
Sunday 5 November 2017 was the inaugural World
Tsunami Awareness Day. While tsunamis are rare, they
can have a huge impact on a lot of people, especially
communities living in coastal areas. The Bay of Plenty
coastline is at risk of tsunami. Social media was used
to promote World Tsunami Awareness Day, sharing
information about tsunami, what they are and how
people can be prepared in the event of a tsunami.
People were also encouraged to visit the BayHazards
website to see if they live in a tsunami evacuation zone.

Emergency Management
Response Seminar
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty recently hosted
an Emergency Management Response Seminar in
Tauranga. The day was attended by representatives
from 13 different agencies. Attendees heard from a
range of speakers on topics such as National Tsunami
Response Plan, Mass Rescue Plan, Role of Iwi in an Oil
Spill Response, Animal Welfare, Emergency Mobile
Alert System and CDEM Controller experiences to
recent severe weather events in Thames-Coromandel.

National Emergency
Management Conference 2018
The national Emergency Management Conference was
held in Wellington on 30 – 31 May 2018. The theme of
the conference was “Partners for Resilience”. Five staff
from Emergency Management Bay of Plenty, four staff
from Whakatāne District Council and one staff member
from Kawerau District Council attended the conference.
There was an excellent range of speakers, with the
focus on working in a collaborative and respectful way
together across CDEM, with partners and communities.

Staff in action at Exercise Ruapehu.
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, JUNE 2018

Exercise Ruapehu II
Exercise Ruapehu II was a focussed exercise following
on from Exercise Ruapehu in June 2018. Exercise
Ruapehu identified the need to upskill Incident
Management Teams to enable them to provide more
leadership and direction in the EOC. The primary
purpose of Exercise Ruapehu II was to introduce and
familiarise CDEM Function Managers and Controllers
with the recently developed Checklist Compendium.
As part of the exercise, an Incident Management
Team meeting was held and an Initial Action Plan
developed for an impending ash fall event. As with
Exercise Ruapehu, the intention was to increase CDEM
staff members understanding of their roles within the
EOC or GECC.

Exercise Ruapehu
Exercise Ruapehu was a tier two exercise developed
and delivered by Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty during February and March 2018. Exercise
Ruapehu simulated Mount Ruapehu erupting, resulting
in ash fall across the Bay of Plenty. The exercise
provided a training opportunity for Local EOC staff and
Group Emergency Coordination Centre (GECC) staff
across the Bay of Plenty. The aim of the exercise was to
increase CDEM staff members understanding of their
role within the EOC or GECC. This was a key corrective
action from Exercise Tangaroa 2016 and the April 2017
weather event.
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Staff in action at Exercise Ruapehu II.
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, JUNE 2018
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Bay of Plenty CDEM Group
Website
The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group website was launched
on March 2018. The domain remains the same, www.
bopcivildefence.govt.nz. The new website takes a
customer focussed approach:
• It presents a fresh new look to the community
• The most important changes in the website are
behind the scenes. The website is now hosted on a
cloud based server for increased resilience
• The website can now be managed “in house”. This
means greater control over content and formatting
without the need to engage an external provider as
was required in the past.

Emergency Mobile Alerts
The Ministry of Civil Defence & Emergency
Management is leading the implementation of the
nationwide emergency alert channel. Emergency
Mobile Alerts are messages about emergencies
sent by authorised emergency agencies to mobile
phones enabled to receive Emergency Mobile Alerts.
The messages can be targeted to areas affected by
serious hazards.
Emergency Mobile Alerts use a dedicated signal
that is not affected by network congestion. This can
make Emergency Mobile Alerts more reliable in an
emergency when mobile phone traffic or people
accessing websites could overload the network. A
national test took place on 26 November 2017 to trial
the Emergency Mobile Alert system.
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty staff are now
all trained and authorised to use the Emergency Mobile
Alert system to alert residents in the Bay of Plenty
Region in the case of an emergency.

Bay of Plenty CDEM Public
Alerting Systems
The successful region-wide test of the Bay of Plenty
CDEM Group’s Public Alerting Systems was conducted
at 10:00 am 24 May 2018. The summary of the
test results;
Text: 40,623 distributed

Bay of Plenty CDEM Group
Contacts Database App
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty has
commenced a soft launch of a Contacts Database App
for the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group. The App provides
key stakeholders within the CDEM sector access to
contact information for all key CDEM roles in the Bay of
Plenty. Access to the App is publicly restricted and only
available to those that have been identified as having a
key emergency management role in the Bay of Plenty.
This tool is being rolled out to key stakeholder groups
in stages. They will receive an email from Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty inviting them to download
the app and register as a user. The App is available for
iPhone and Android phones.

• All texts sent from Bulletin Messenger (our system)
within 3 minutes
• All texts sent from individual telecom Providers
within 26 min.
New Text alerting subscribers: 806 (over 4 days prior
to the test)
• This is a result of the publicity and the awareness
leading up to the test.
Facebook:
• 4 separate posts
• Alert Notification: 2,753 people reached (including
33 reactions, 3 shares & 46 comments)
• Publicity prior to test: 36,855 people reached,
(including 139 reactions, 166 shares and
33 comments).
Twitter: 1,377 Followers notified.
Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Website Visits: 883 on the
24 May 2018.
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Red Cross Hazards App: 5,162 Push notifications.
Stinger Deployments: The stinger units (mobile
vehicle mounted siren systems) were deployed to the
following locations:
• Kawerau
• Ōpōtiki
• Rotorua
• Te Puke.
Eastern Bay fixed Sirens:
The Eastern Bay fixed sirens were successfully
triggered (and subsequently deactivated) in the
following locations;
Town

Location

Matatā

Fire station

Whakatāne

Fire station

Ōhope

Fire station

Ōhiwa

Ōhiwa Top 10 Campsite

Waiotahi

Island View Campsite

Ōpōtiki

Fire station

Waihau Bay

Fire station

White Island Memorandum of
Understanding
The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group is now formally
recognised as the agency to prepare for and respond
to an emergency on Whakaari/White Island. As is
the case for many of New Zealand’s offshore islands,
Whakaari/White Island does not come under the
authority of any city or district council, instead being
the responsibility of the Minister of Local Government.
A Memorandum of Understanding has been signed
that sets out the official responsibilities of the Bay of
Plenty CDEM Group in relation to the active volcano
on Whakaari/White Island. This supports the work
of other agencies including New Zealand Police and
GNS Science and gives the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group
the authority to declare a State of Emergency for
Whakaari/White Island if required. The Memorandum
of Understanding was signed at a ceremony by the
Associate Minister of Local Government, the Hon
Jacqui Dean and Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Joint
Committee Chair, Tauranga Mayor Greg Brownless on
11 August 2017. The Memorandum of Understanding
ensures Emergency Management Bay of Plenty staff
will continue to liaise with Whakaari/White Island tour
operators to ensure the risks to visitors to the island are
managed appropriately.

Note: The Coastlands siren was down for maintenance
and not tested.

Bay of Plenty CDEM Group
Plan 2018 – 2023
The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Plan 2018 - 2023 (the
Plan) was adopted in March 2018. The development of
the Plan included public and stakeholder consultation
with an opportunity for submitters to speak to
their submission. A total of 37 submissions were
received, with the Hearing Panel considering over
400 submission points at the Plan hearing. This
is regarded as a positive indication of the level of
public engagement in CDEM. Once feedback was
incorporated, the Plan was submitted for acceptance
by Bay of Plenty CDEM Group
and sent to the Ministry of
Civil Defence & Emergency
Management for comment.
The Plan was adopted by the
Bay of Plenty CDEM Group
Joint Committee at their
meeting on 23 March 2018.
A copy can be found on the
Bay of Plenty CDEM website
www.bopcivildefence.govt.nz.
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Signing of the Whakaari/White Island Memorandum of
Understanding 2017
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, AUGUST 2017

Completion of the Checklist
Compendium
The Checklist Compendium was completed in May
2018. This has been a significant piece of work. The
Checklist Compendium consists of 38 checklists that
detail what should be done in an emergency response,
providing a guide for staff in their roles in an EOC.
The compendium was developed to address the key
corrective action from Exercise Tangaroa in 2016
and the April 2017 weather event – ‘Increase staff
understanding of their role in a coordination centre and
the processes associated with their role’. Exercises to
introduce and familiarise key staff with the checklist
occurred in Quarter Four and future exercises and
training to continue to familiarise staff with their role
and the processes associated with their role will be
scheduled for the 2018 - 19 year.

Progression of the new Group
Emergency Coordination
Centre
The new GECC will be constructed in an existing
building that is adjacent to Regional House on
Elizabeth Street in Tauranga. This construction work
is being undertaken as part of the wider Bay of
Plenty Regional Council’s office upgrade programme.
Construction work will likely commence in 2019 with
design refinement currently underway. As part of the
design process, Emergency Management Bay of Plenty
staff have visited a number of emergency centres, both
nationally and in Australia, looking at the design and
layout. The philosophy of the new Bay of Plenty CDEM
GECC design is that the facility must first and foremost
be an emergency centre, and must be capable of
supporting multi-agency integration.

New Oil Spill Vessel
The Bay of Plenty Regional Council has a new vessel,
named Awanui. The Awanui is an 11.25 metre oil
spill response and multi role vessel capable of rapid
deployment of specialist oil recovery and containment
equipment, as well as recovering debris from the water
and carrying loads of up to 7,000 kg. The vessel will
be used to assist in carrying out routine maintenance
and repairs of the navigational aids of the Tauranga
Harbour and service the entire Bay of Plenty Region
inshore limits in a range of weather conditions.

Blessing of the Awanui
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, AUGUST 2017

MBIE Funding for
Caldera Research
The Caldera Advisory Group, of which Bay of Plenty
CDEM Group is a member of, has been supporting a
grant application to gain a greater understanding of
the Taupō-Rotorua caldera complex. In September
the Caldera Advisory Group were informed the bid
was successful. The project titled ECLIPSE (Eruption
or Catastrophe; Learning to Implement Preparedness
for future Supervolcano Eruptions) will receive almost
$8,250,000 over 5 years from the Ministry of Business,
Innovation and Employment.
The research aims to reduce the uncertainty around
future unrest or eruption and what makes this
supervolcano system become restive or move into
eruption, and consider the hazards and impacts of
likely future eruptions in order to reduce the risk of
an inappropriate response. The underground roots
of the volcanic system through which it has erupted
(pumice and ash) will be investigated to identify what
conditions cause it to become restless or erupt. The
research will attempt to identify a tipping point at
which unrest becomes eruption, and then build the
knowledge into advice for monitoring the volcanic
system in partnership with the GeoNet programme.
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Responding to events
Oil Spill in Tauranga Harbour
An oil spill was detected on 28 November 2017 in the
Tauranga Harbour near Cross Road and Sulphur Point,
travelling down to the Marine Precinct. The source
of the spill was unknown. Emergency Management
Bay of Plenty supported the Bay of Plenty Regional
Council Regulatory Compliance and Maritime teams
to investigate, respond to and organise the clean-up.
There was a noticeable impact on some high profile
parts of the shoreline including the Marine Precinct
haul out area and the tidal steps at the Strand, however
the volume of the spill was relatively small (estimated
in the vicinity of 10-21L). The event provided an
opportunity for recently qualified Alternate Regional
On Scene Commander, Matt Harrex (Manager Planning
and Development, Emergency Management Bay
of Plenty) and Paul Bourton (Senior Emergency
Management Advisor, Operational Readiness,
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty), to undertake
response roles.

This was de-activated a few hours later once messages
warning residents to prepare for the evening high tide
had been issued and it was apparent that the most
significant impacts had passed.

Storm Surge Event at Ōmokoroa
SOURCE: WESTERN BAY OF PLENTY DISTRICT COUNCIL, JANUARY 2018

Alaskan Earthquake
On 23 January 2018 a M7.9 earthquake in the Gulf
of Alaska resulted in a late night and early morning
response for Emergency Management Bay of Plenty.
While it was eventually determined that there was
no tsunami threat to New Zealand, the Bay of Plenty
CDEM Duty Group Controller, Group Duty Manager and
Group Duty PIM spent a number of hours monitoring
and evaluating the risk from this earthquake, and
managing the demands of social media.

Ōpōtiki Flooding Event
Tauranga Harbour Oil Spill
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, NOVEMBER 2017

January 2018 Weather Event
Severe weather impacted the Bay of Plenty in the
first week of January 2018. The high winds and low
pressure coincided with king tides across the Bay
of Plenty causing flooding in a number of coastal
areas. A downed tree tragically caused a fatality in
Rotorua. The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Controller
and Duty Manager were involved throughout the
event, maintaining contact with Local Controllers and
speaking with media as required. The Western Zone
EOC was activated for a brief period on 5 January 2018.
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On the 12 February 2018 Ōpōtiki District Council
activated their GECC in response to severe weather
impacting the area. The Otara River reached its highest
recorded level since records began. Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty and other emergency
services staff were deployed to Ōpōtiki to support
the response efforts. The Bay of Plenty CDEM GECC
activated in support. Impacts from this event left the
Ōpōtiki District Council with a large clean up and
restoration effort.

Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

Tropical Cyclone Gita
Over 14-19 February 2018, Tropical Cyclone Gita was
forecast to bring damaging winds and heavy rain
to central New Zealand. In preparation, Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty worked with the CDEM
sector and emergency services to review the regionwide vulnerability assessment and develop a pre-event
Action Plan. Fortunately, Tropical Cyclone Gita did not
have a significant effect on the Bay of Plenty but did
impact the lower North Island and South Island where
a total of seven states of emergency were declared.
One member of Emergency Management Bay of Plenty
was deployed to support the response effort on the
West Coast.

Flooding at Paradise Valley Road

Cyclone Hola

SOURCE: ROTORUA LAKES COUNCIL APRIL-MAY 2018

In a similar vain to Tropical Cyclone Gita, Cyclone Hola
threatened New Zealand from 8-12 March 2018. The
region-wide vulnerability assessment was updated and
a pre-event Action Plan released to CDEM stakeholders.
Cyclone Hola stayed centred offshore of New Zealand
and while there was a strong wind warning and a heavy
rain watch in place for the Bay of Plenty, there were no
significant impacts.

Support to the Mycoplasma
Bovis Response

Rotorua Lakes Flooding Event
Rotorua Lakes District Council declared a local state
of emergency on Sunday 29 April 2018 at 5.25pm due
to a severe weather event that brought 182mm of rain
over the Rotorua district. The rain resulted in surface
flooding across the district, sewerage backflows and
road slips. The Ngongotahā Stream overtopped at
approximately 3.30pm on the 29 April 2018.
Hundreds of residents were evacuated from
Ngongotahā and tourists were evacuated from the
Agrodome on Western Road. As a result of the
flooding, a total of 296 building inspections were
completed, with 90 insanitary notices issued, meaning
the homes were assessed as unfit for occupation. Three
of the insanitary notices have since been rescinded.
The state of emergency lapsed on 6 May 2018 and the
transition to recovery began, shifting the focus to the
longer-term impacts and actions underway to recover
from the flooding. Community Wellbeing Navigators
have been appointed to assist affected residents access
support services.

The Government along with dairy and beef industries
decided to attempt to eradicate Mycoplasma bovis
from New Zealand’s dairy and beef herds. The
decision was made on 28 May 2018 and is expected
to take 1-2 years. As at 25 June 2018, the disease is
not widespread across New Zealand (42 infected
farms) and there is just one strain of the disease in
the country. The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group has made
plans to support the Ministry of Primary Industries
(MPI) led response. To date, this has involved ensuring
sound biosecurity measures are upheld by members of
the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group to minimise the risk of
disease spread, maintaining situational awareness and
preparing to support any national or regional response
effort if required. This will continue as the eradication
programme progresses.
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Resilience Building
Community Response Planning Progress for 2017/18
Tauranga
City
Council

Western
Bay District
Council

Whakatāne
District
Council

Ōpōtiki
District
Council

IN
PROGRESS
12

Bethlehem
Otumoetai
Welcome Bay

Te Puke
Omokoroa

Murupara
Tāneatua
Township
Waiohau

Pāpāmoa

Maketū

Thornton
Wainui

Rotorua
Lakes
Council

Rerewhakaaitu,
Waimungu
and Rainbow
Mountain.
Lake Rotoma
Rotoehu and
environs.
Rotorua East
Ngongotahā
Lake Tarawera

Matatā
Waimana

INITIAL
CONTACT
MADE 6

COMPLETE
17

Waihī Beach
Athenree
Bowentown
Wright Road
Katikati
Pukehina
Te Puna
Matakana Island
Tanners Point
Kauri Point

Kawerau
District
Council

Kawerau
Township

Te Kaha
Community
Ōpōtiki
Township

Waikite Valley

Kaharoa
Mamuku

Note: Completed plans are reviewed once a year and therefore some of those stated as complete are due for review.
Initial contact means there has been an expressed interest in engaging with Bay of Plenty CDEM Group for developing a plan.

Marae Preparedness Planning Progress for 2017/18

INITIAL CONTACT MADE
17

IN PROGRESS
10

COMPLETE
1

Tauranga
City
Council

Western
Bay District
Council

Whakatāne
District
Council

Kawerau
District
Council

Ōpōtiki
District
Council

Rotorua
Lakes
Council

Rautahi

Waioweka
Marae
Roimata
Waiaua
Ōpape
Omaramutu

Pounamunui
Te Pākira

Huria Marae
(Otumoetai)

Tamaphore
Marae
(Pāpāmoa)

Hahuru

Tahuwhakatiki/
Romai Marae
(Welcome Bay)
Whetu-o-Te
Rangi/Ngā
Peke Marae
(Otumoetai)

Maungarongo
Taiwhakaea
Te Rangihouhiri
Pua Wairua
Wairaka
Te Hokowhitu a
Tu ki Te Rāhui
Waikaremoana

Kutarere
Tōrere Marae

Kearoa, Tapuaeharuru
Tapuaekura a
Hatupatu/Rakeiao
Tarukenga, Hurunga te
Rangi
Otaramarae,
Te Takinga
Taheke Pāruaharanui
Waiātuhi, Apumoana
Taharangi

Note: Initial contact means there has been an expressed interest in engaging with Bay of Plenty CDEM Group in developing a Marae
Emergency Preparedness plans.
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Training Summary for 2017/18
ITF Coordination
Centre Foundation
Course

ITF Coordination
Centre
Intermediate
Course
Assessment

EOC
Familiarisation
Sessions

CDEM
Induction
Sessions

Online course

Group
classroom
based training

Face-toface session

Induction for
all new EOC/
ECC staff
covering CDEM.

Tier 2
Exercise
Ruapehu

Tier 1
Exercise
Taukiri

2-4 hour duration

8 x 2 day
courses
delivered

1 hour sessions

1 hour sessions

3 hours

3 Hours

55 participants

112 People
participated

132

52

77 People
completed

113 Completed
Assessment
126 Attended
from
Council Staff

Other Training

Trained State Summary for 2017/18
Percentage GECC/EOC
Staff Trained1

Percentage GECC/EOC
Staff Roles Filled

BOPRC

79% (Target 75%) i

90% (Target 70%) i

WDC

88% (Target 85%) i

93% (Target 85%) i

KDC

84% (Target 80%) i

86% (Target 80%) i

ODC

68% (Target 100%)

90% (Target 100%)

RLC

48% (Target 68%)

77% (Target 68%) i

TCC

76% (Target >80%)

84% (Target ≥90%)

77% (Target >75%) i

92% (Target ≥75%) i

WBOPDC

1 “Trained” refers to the
standard agreed by the Bay
of Plenty CDEM Group and is
defined as having completed
the ITF Foundation Course
and participated in and
exercise in the last two
financial years.
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Our goals and objectives
The following goals and objectives are set out in the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Plan 2012-2017.
It shows the long term goal on the left, with the medium term objectives alongside.

1

Reducing Risks
from hazards to
acceptable levels

 Improve the understanding of hazards within the Bay of Plenty, and their associated
likelihood and consequences.
 Undertake long term, strategic reduction of the risks from hazards through collaborative
planning with CDEM stakeholders.
 Continue to develop an understanding of the levels of risk acceptable to communities.

2

Increasing
community
awareness,
understanding,
preparedness and
participation

 Ensure the best outcomes for community through strong leadership and commitment to CDEM
at political and executive levels across all stakeholder agencies.
 Increase the level of community and business awareness, preparedness and resilience through
education programmes.
 Ensure professional development for key roles within the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group through
ongoing training, learning opportunities and exercises.
 Continue to strengthen CDEM stakeholder and partner relationships through a commitment to
coordinated and integrated emergency planning.
 Develop and maintain appropriate documentation to describe key activities, processes and
protocols in support of the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group plan.

Ensuring an
effective
response
capability

 Implement effective alerting and communication systems to enable agencies and the
community to respond rapidly and appropriately to an emergency.
 Implement and maintain effective and resilient communication networks and processes
across CDEM stakeholders.
 Implement standardised interoperable information management systems and processes
used by emergency response organisations.
 Enhance local arrangements that seamlessly enable scalability to appropriately respond
to any event, from a localised incident to a national emergency.

4

Ensuring an
effective
recovery
capability

 Strengthen recovery capability and capacity across all agencies, the wider community
and businesses to promote sustainability and provide for the long-term regeneration of
communities.
 Ensure effective communication which informs and engages communities during the
recovery phrase of an emergency .
 Make recovery management a part of everyday work for the CDEM Group and integrate
the work with existing organisational systems wherever possible.

5

Robust
Monitoring and
Evaluation

 Develop and implement a five year work programme that effectively delivers, monitors,
evaluates and reports on goals one through to four.

3
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Progress against our goals
and objectives for 2017/2018
STATUS – !
Reprioritised
Exceeded
QUARTER

Achieved
Minor Issues Identified

PERIOD

Q1.

July 2017 – September 2017

Q2.

October 2017 – 31 December 2017

Major Issues Identified

Q3.

1 January 2018 – 31 March 2018

Ongoing and On Track

Q4.

1 April 2018 – 30 June 2018

Reduction

1

Reducing Risks
from hazards to
acceptable levels

 Improve the understanding of hazards within the Bay of Plenty, and their associated
likelihood and consequences.
 Undertake long term, strategic reduction of the risks from hazards through collaborative
planning with CDEM stakeholders.
 Continue to develop an understanding of the levels of risk acceptable to communities.

ACTION
Provide information for the public
on hazards within the Bay of
Plenty. The focus is on tsunami and
earthquake hazards.
• Information will be provided
through a focused public
education programme that
feeds into community response
planning.

!

COMMENTS

Achieved

OBJECTIVE: Improve the understanding of hazards within the Bay of Plenty, and their associated
likelihood and consequences

Tsunami hazard modelling has been completed for the open coast of
the Western Bay of Plenty. A handover of the technical information
to Western Bay of Plenty District Council has been established. Open
days were held on 5 May 2018 in Pukehina and Maketū to discuss
the new tsunami information that has been made available for those
communities.
Work has commenced to address the recommendations from the three
reviews of the April 2017 weather events. Trigger thresholds have been
developed for each of the major river schemes. Work is progressing to
assess the specific communities that are at risk when these thresholds
are exceeded. This will be accompanied by associated public messaging
to better inform the community of increasing flood risk. The flood risk
management protocol for Edgecumbe has been completed and this will
be used as a template for the other river schemes.
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OBJECTIVE: Improve the understanding of hazards within the Bay of Plenty, and their associated
likelihood and consequences

Keep up to date with, and share
natural hazard research and best
practice development at the
regional level and national level.
Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty will:
• represent the Bay of Plenty
CDEM Group on national and
regional working and special
interest groups for natural
hazards, and report regularly to
CEG on the work of these groups
• chair the natural hazards forum
• ensure relevant staff attendance
at the Forum
• present to the Local Authority
Chief Executive’s Forum and
to CEG twice a year. As per the
Natural Hazard Forum Charter.

Achieved

Support the Bay of Plenty
Natural Hazards Programme,
identifying and aligning CDEM
risk management activities where
possible. Emergency Management
Bay of Plenty will be represented
on the Natural Hazards Programme
project team.
Bay of Plenty CDEM Group
members (local authorities) can
raise awareness and understanding
of the research programme within
their organisations.

!

Achieved

ACTION

COMMENTS
The Bay of Plenty Natural Hazards Programme has continued to
progress the implementation of the natural hazard provisions within
the Bay of Plenty Regional Policy Statement, including overseeing the
susceptibility mapping of tsunami inundation risks across the Bay of
Plenty and coastal erosion and inundation in the Tauranga harbour. The
programme has also maintained oversight of the regional flood projects
and the Awatarariki Fanhead private plan change.
Through the Long Term Planning process the Bay of Plenty Regional
Council has created two new positions to focus on climate change.
Regular engagement has been maintained with the Resilience to Natures
Challenge and the Deep South national science challenges to ensure
science research understands the needs of the Bay of Plenty.
The Regional Hazard Risk Management Special Interest Group met twice
(November 2017 and April 2018). The November 2017 meeting was
accompanied by a fieldtrip around the Nelson Tasman District to share
the challenges faced by councils and how they are being managed.
The Bay of Plenty Natural Hazards Forum met twice in the financial year
(October and May). The October meeting focused on the outcomes
of the reviews from the April 2017 weather events and looked at
opportunities to better manage and communicate natural hazard risk.
In May the focus was on the recently released MfE guidance on climate
change and sea level rise. The forum received presentations from Dr
Rob Bell from NIWA on the Dynamic Adaptive Pathways management
approach and Gary Allis on the specific challenges facing Western Bay
of Plenty District Council.
The National Tsunami Working Group has met regularly over the year
and progress is being made in the development of a Directors Guideline
for vertical evacuation. A new near source tsunami response tool has
also been developed to aid quicker and clearer communications in
response to near source tsunami threats.
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A tsunami may arrive 50 minutes after a major earthquake.
Don’t wait for an official warning.

2

Get to a safe location or leave the evacuation zones
completely. Safe areas are shown in green on the map.

3

Evacuate on foot, wherever possible. Roads will block
quickly. Take your emergency pack. Tsunami flooding
can last for many hours.
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For more information visit the following websites:
• www.bopcivildefence.govt.nz
• www.getthru.govt.nz
• www.westernbay.govt.nz

Red zone – You should always evacuate the red zone if there is
any sort of tsunami warning, even if it is just a text from your friends.
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• Strange ocean behaviour: loud or strange noises, sudden
changes in sea level or ocean drawing away from the shore.
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Orange zone – In a formal evacuation for a tsunami that is more
than 2 hours away, Civil Defence may ask you to move from the
orange zone into the yellow zone.
Yellow zone – A devastating local source tsunami will probably
flood the yellow zone. If you feel the natural warning signs (Long, or
Strong) then evacuate all zones immediately. There will be no time
for official warnings.

Subscribe to emergency alerts at
www.bopcivildefence.govt.nz
Produced October 2017
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!

COMMENTS

Achieved

ACTION

In September 2017 the Caldera Advisory Group were informed a
research bid to the Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment
was successful. The project titled ECLIPSE (Eruption or Catastrophe;
Learning to Implement Preparedness for future Supervolcano Eruptions)
will receive almost $8,250,000, over 5 years from the Ministry of
Business, Innovation and Employment.
The research aims to reduce the uncertainty around future unrest or
eruption and what makes this supervolcano system become restive
or move into eruption, and consider the hazards and impacts of
likely future eruptions in order to reduce the risk of an inappropriate
response. The underground roots of the volcanic system through
which it has erupted (pumice and ash) will be investigated to identify
what conditions cause it to become restless or erupt. The research will
attempt to identify a tipping point at which unrest becomes eruption,
and then build the knowledge into advice for monitoring the volcanic
system in partnership with the GeoNet programme.
A Caldera Advisory Group meeting was held on 5 April 2018 in Rotorua
to align the work of the Group with the objectives of the ECLIPSE
project.
The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Emergency Management Office
reviewed and made submissions to all of the territorial authorities Long
Term Plans supporting initiatives aligned to the objectives of the Bay of
Plenty CDEM Group.

Achieved

OBJECTIVE: Undertake long term, strategic reduction of the risks from hazards through
collaborative planning with CDEM stakeholders

3 full BOPLG meetings have been held over the financial year.
Membership at the BOPLG meetings has been challenging due to
varying attendance at the meetings and revolving personnel attending
the meetings.
3 Executive meetings have been held with good attendance and robust
discussion on key matters.
1 Combined Bay of Plenty/ Waikato Lifelines Forum was hosted by
Waikato Lifelines Group in August 2017, the theme was “expect the
unexpected.”
The National Lifelines Conference in October 2017 was held in Auckland
and Attended by Chair of the BOPLG, the Lifelines Utility Coordinator
and some members of the BOPLG.

Advocate for risk reduction
activities to be provided through
local authority planning processes.
The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group
(through Emergency Management
Bay of Plenty) will advocate for risk
reduction to reduce the impacts of
natural disasters through input into
local authority planning processes.

Support the risk reduction activities
of the Bay of Plenty Lifeline Group
(BOPLG).
Local Authorities to be represented
on BOPLG.
Emergency Management Bay
of Plenty will provide financial,
administrative and project
management support to BOPLG.
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ACTION

!

COMMENTS

Achieved

OBJECTIVE: Continue to develop an understanding of the levels of risk acceptable
to communities

Bay of Plenty Regional Council is leading the following natural hazard
research work in partnership with Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Territorial
Authorities. Work will continue to progress on the key projects in the
delivery and initiation phases.
Natural Hazard research and mapping areas susceptible to the
following hazards:
• Tauranga Harbour Coastal Hazards – Draft
• Kaituna River Flood Modelling
• Western Bay of Plenty District Tsunami Inundation.
Natural hazard risk assessment outcomes:
• Lifelines Consequence Assessment Guidance.
The following natural hazard integrated management outcomes were
delivered:
• Awatawariki Debris Flow Regional Plan Change notified
• Bay of Plenty Regional Council Flood Risk Management Integration
paper received
• Facilitated the Natural Hazard Planning Charter Working Group
achieving a joint approach to risk management between Tauranga
City Council, Western Bay of Plenty District Council and Bay of Plenty
Regional Council.
• Supporting TAs with implementing the natural hazard provisions of
the Regional Policy Statement through Structure Planning and Plan
Changes.
Knowledge sharing outcomes
• Programme Communications Framework approved
• Established the Bay of Plenty Regional Council natural hazards
webpage
• Facilitated Tsunami Open Days at Maketū and Pukehina in
collaboration with Western Bay of Plenty District Council and
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty.
The following general management improvements were also made in
accordance with the Programme Management Plan:
• A wider project management approach was adopted to deliver
Programme outcomes. A project is now considered to be the full risk
management process for a particular hazard, rather than planning
each stage as its own project separately as required. This approach
results in a business case that captures the links and requirements
across all stages from research to risk assessment to risk reduction
planning (e.g. Bay of Plenty Tsunami Risk Management Project).
The benefit of this approach is an outcome and end user focus that
involves stronger collaboration with the Territorial Authorities as the
key stakeholders. Detailed planning is still required at each stage at a
sub project level.
• Information sharing is now planned as a stage to achieve an agreed
process to share the information with the end users resulting in no
surprises. This approach provides an improvement in communication
planning rather than it being an afterthought once the research stage
is delivered.

The levels of risk that are
acceptable to the community are
now set in the Regional Policy
Statement. They will be developed
further through:
• Implementation of the Regional
Policy Statement.
The key process for local authorities
is reviewing district and city plans
to give effect to the Regional Policy
Statement.
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
will lead hazard research for those
natural hazards identified in the
Regional Policy Statement.
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Readiness

2

Increasing
community
awareness,
understanding,
preparedness and
participation

 Ensure the best outcomes for community through strong leadership and commitment to CDEM
at political and executive levels across all stakeholder agencies.
 Increase the level of community and business awareness, preparedness and resilience through
education programmes.
 Ensure professional development for key roles within the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group through
ongoing training, learning opportunities and exercises.
 Continue to strengthen CDEM stakeholder and partner relationships through a commitment to
coordinated and integrated emergency planning.
 Develop and maintain appropriate documentation to describe key activities, processes and
protocols in support of the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group plan.

OBJECTIVE: Ensure the best outcomes for community through strong leadership and commitment
to CDEM at political and executive levels across all stakeholder agencies
ACTION

!

• Monitoring will be carried out
through an Annual Report,
prepared by Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty.
Ensure CDEM activities are included
in Local Authority Long Term Plans
2018/2028, in a consistent way that
aligns with the CDEM Group Plan
goals and objectives.
• Emergency Management Bay
of Plenty will work with each
local authority to ensure the
emergency management
activity area included in the
long term plans demonstrates
a commitment to emergency
management across the 4 Rs
• KPIs will be reviewed and
included consistently across the
Bay of Plenty CDEM Group local
authorities.

Achieved

• The Annual Plan for the Bay
of Plenty CDEM Group will be
prepared and approved by CEG

Achieved

Develop and monitor an annual plan
for the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group.

COMMENTS
The Annual Report for the 2016/17 financial year was prepared and
circulated to key stakeholders.
Three quarterly reports have been prepared to track progress against the
2017/18 Annual Plan.
The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Annual Plan 2018/2019 was adopted by
the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Joint Committee at the 23 March 2018
meeting.

Support was been provided to Local Authorities in the development of
their Long Term Plans. Key Performance Indicators have been confirmed.
Three standard targets have been set. The training and staffing of
the EOC targets are both set at 85% for all councils for the 2018/19
financial year.
Public consultation on the regional targeted rate for region wide
delivery of Bay of Plenty CDEM services has been undertaken as part
of the Bay of Plenty Regional Council Consultation on the Council Long
Term Plan. Emergency Management Bay of Plenty staff have attended
public meetings at Ōpōtiki; Rotorua; Tauranga; Whakatāne; Kawerau;
Edgecumbe; and Katikati.
The Bay of Plenty Regional Council adopted the regional targeted rate
for region wide delivery of Bay of Plenty CDEM services in June 2018. The
result of this means that Territorial Authorities will no longer be invoiced
for their contributions to the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group. This instead will
now be collected through a regional targeted rate.
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OBJECTIVE: Ensure the best outcomes for community through strong leadership and commitment
to CDEM at political and executive levels across all stakeholder agencies

Maintain strong Governance and
Executive groups for CEG and the
Joint Committee.
As per the CEG Terms of Reference,
each member of CEG will:
• Provide an annual report
outlining their agency’s work in
support of the BOP CDEM Group
• Attend all CEG meetings
• Report to their governing
bodies at least annually on their
emergency management work
programme.

!

Achieved

ACTION

COMMENTS
Four Bay of Plenty CDEM CEG Operations Sub Committee meetings were
held 25 August 2017, 24 November 2017, 24 January 2018, and 20 April
2018.
Four Bay of Plenty CDEM Coordinating Executive Group (CEG) meetings
we held 4 July 2017, 27 October 2017, 23 February 2018, and 25 May
2018. Following the recommendations from the reviews of the April
2017 weather events Local Authorities are now represented by the Chief
Executives at CEG.
Four Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Joint Committee meetings were held 18
September 2017, 4 December 2017, 23 March 2018 and 22 June 2018.
11 members provided annual reports outlining their agency’s work in
support of the BOP CDEM Group.
A key focus of the Executive and Governance group this year has been
overseeing the adoption of the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Plan 20182023 and the provision of strategic direction and leadership to the
recommendations from the reviews into the April 2017 Weather events
and the Ministerial review into better responses to natural disasters and
other emergencies in New Zealand.

OBJECTIVE: Increase the level of community and business awareness, preparedness and
resilience through education programmes

Deliver targeted community
initiatives that focus on tsunami and
earthquake risk, working specifically
with communities at high risk from
hazards.
• Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty will facilitate community
initiatives such as community
response planning and marae
preparedness. Communities at
high risk from tsunami will be
prioritised
• Each local authority will report
against these community
initiatives through their annual
report.
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!

Exceeded

ACTION

COMMENTS
Tauranga City Council
Target 8 Initiatives. Achieved 11 Initiatives.
• Draft Marae Preparedness Plan developed and now under review for
Tamapahore Marae (Pāpāmoa)
• Completed Marae Preparedness Plan for Huria Marae (Otumoetai)
• Meetings held with Tahuwhakatiki/Romai Marae (Welcome Bay) to
progress their Marae Preparedness Plan
• Workshop held with Whetu-o-Te Rangi/Ngā Peke Marae
(Welcome Bay)
• Otumoetai Community Emergency Guide completed and
The community plan is now under development
• The Welcome Bay Community Guide had been developed and
disseminated to the community
• Presented to the Bethlehem Community Response Team to begin
developing the Community Response Plan and Guide
• Supported the launch of the Gordon Spratt Reserve vertical
evacuation site
• Supported provision of public education at the TECT Rescue
Helicopter Open Day
• Supported provision of public education at the Tauranga Police
Open Day
• Presented to the Pacific Coast Retirement Village to assist with their
preparedness planning.

Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

OBJECTIVE: Increase the level of community and business awareness, preparedness and
resilience through education programmes

Deliver targeted community
initiatives that focus on tsunami and
earthquake risk, working specifically
with communities at high risk from
hazards.
• Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty will facilitate community
initiatives such as community
response planning and marae
preparedness
• Communities at high risk from
tsunami will be prioritised
• Each local authority will report
against these community
initiatives through their annual
report.
Deliver targeted community
initiatives that focus on tsunami and
earthquake risk, working specifically
with communities at high risk from
hazards.
• Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty will facilitate community
initiatives such as community
response planning and marae
preparedness
• Communities at high risk from
tsunami will be prioritised
• Each local authority will report
against these community
initiatives through their annual
report.

Exceeded
Exceeded

Deliver targeted community
initiatives that focus on tsunami and
earthquake risk, working specifically
with communities at high risk from
hazards.
• Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty will facilitate community
initiatives such as community
response planning and marae
preparedness
• Communities at high risk from
tsunami will be prioritized
• Each local authority will report
against these community
initiatives through their annual
report.

!

Exceeded

ACTION

COMMENTS
Western Bay District Council
Target 8 Initiatives. Achieved 10 Initiatives.
• Supported the Teawhe Marae (Maketū) to develop their Marae
Emergency Preparedness Plan
• Supported Pukehina Marae to develop their Marae Emergency
Preparedness Plan
• Supported Ōtamarākau Marae to develop their Marae Emergency
Preparedness Plan
• Engaged with Maketū Community to determine the community leaders
to begin planning
• Supported the Te Puke Community Response Team
• Continued engagement with Waihī Beach, Athenree, Bowentown
• Supported the Maketū Community to deliver the YES Programme
• Maketū and Paengaroa Foodbank Drive
• Development of a Community Guide for Ōmokoroa
• Supported Te Puna with the development of their Community
Response Plan and Guide.
Whakatāne District Council
Target 8 Initiatives. Achieved 9 Initiatives.
• Attended 2 days at Business and Leisure Show
• Development of Murupara Community Guide
• Development of Waimana Community Guide
• Development of Matatā Community Guide
• Held public meetings with Edgecumbe Community
• Held public meeting with Tāneatua Community
• Presented at a public key community leaders meeting at Te Tapenakara
Mo Te Iwi (Clinic)
• Attended Marae Committee meeting with the Maungaronga
(Ōhope) Marae
• Worked with Waimana to review their Community Response Plan
(approx. 3 meetings).
Kawerau District Council
Target 4 Initiatives. Achieved 7 Initiatives.
• Hosted a CDEM Stand at the Kawerau Woodfest
• Kawerau Community Emergency Guide developed
• Draft Kawerau Community Response Plan developed
• Delivered a Petcha Kucha presentation for the Kawerau
Community Meeting
• Presentation on Risks to Pedersons Group
• Supported Te Manaaki Pre-School to develop their emergency plans
• Supported the Kawerau Foodbank Drive.
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OBJECTIVE: Increase the level of community and business awareness, preparedness and
resilience through education programmes
ACTION

!

• Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty will facilitate community
initiatives such as community
response planning and
marae preparedness

Exceeded

Deliver targeted community
initiatives that focus on tsunami and
earthquake risk, working specifically
with communities at high risk from
hazards.

• Communities at high risk from
tsunami will be prioritised

COMMENTS
Ōpōtiki District Council
Target 4 Initiatives. Achieved 6 Initiatives.
• Presented to the Coast Community Board Meeting
• Ōpōtiki District Council Pop Up Shop
• Held a workshop with Te Kaha Marae
• Presented at Red Tide Conference on Risks and Hazards
• Supported Get Ready week activities
• Continued engagement with Whakatōhea representatives to support
their planning and exercise
• Held a Ōpōtiki Township meeting with key community leaders and
agencies to develop a Community Response Plan.

Deliver targeted community
initiatives that focus on tsunami and
earthquake risk, working specifically
with communities at high risk from
hazards.
• Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty will facilitate community
initiatives such as community
response planning and marae
preparedness
• Communities at high risk from
tsunami will be prioritised
• Each local authority will report
against these community
initiatives through their annual
report.
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Exceeded

• Each local authority will report
against these community
initiatives through their
annual report.
Rotorua Lakes Council
Target 10 Initiatives. Achieved 15 Initiatives.
• Supported Pedersons Group with 2 workshops on local risks and
personal preparedness
• Supported Red Stag with personal preparedness training
• Presented to 2 international delegations from Korea on local risks and
hazard mitigation
• Conducted workshops with local age care residential services and
resthome staff on personal preparedness
• Conducted workshop with Reporoa Girl Guides on how young people
can plan for and assist during an emergency
• Presented to local hospitality businesses on personal preparedness
and how to inform visitors re local risks and response during an
earthquake
• Presentations to local service clubs regarding CDEM organisational
structure within Rotorua Lakes Council
• Presented to over 100 students at Toi Ohomai Institute on risks and
personal preparedness
• Supported Waikite Valley residents with developing their Community
Response Plan and CDEM information for distribution to over 400
households by the Waikite Valley residents association
• Presented to the Mamaku residents association on developing a
community response plan
• Supported Ngongotahā churches to develop emergency response
plans
• Supported Lake Ōkāreka residents with emergency procedure
development following the increase in lake level
• Supported Get ready Week activities
• Developed local resources in support of emergency preparedness
for pets
• Continued to engage with district Marae for the development of
emergency response plans through local committees, partnerships and
consultation processes.

Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

OBJECTIVE: Increase the level of community and business awareness, preparedness and
resilience through education programmes

Deliver targeted community
initiatives that focus on tsunami and
earthquake risk, working specifically
with communities at high risk from
hazards.
• Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty will facilitate community
initiatives such as community
response planning and marae
preparedness
• Communities at high risk from
tsunami will be prioritised
• Each local authority will report
against these community
initiatives through their annual
report.

!

Achieved

ACTION

COMMENTS
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
Target 8 Initiatives. Achieved 8 Initiatives.
• Youth Jam (3 day event) and pilot of the CDEM youth ambassador
programme.
• House of Science and provision of materials for science library
• Foodbank Drive across the region
• Supported the Transport Team’s Vehicle Safety Programme
• Supported the Engineering Team with flood advice for the public
• Attended the Regional Business Market
• Developed a Regional Tsunami Education resource including activity
Booklet for children
• Supported Tourism Bay of Plenty with the education of their staff to
provide information to the wider sector.

IMPLEMENTATION
STRATEGY
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OBJECTIVE: Increase the level of community and business awareness, preparedness and
resilience through education programmes
ACTION

!

Achieved

Develop a targeted public
education programme that feeds
into community response planning
and marae preparedness work and
focusses on communities at high
risk from hazards.
Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty will develop a targeted
public education programme with
support from local authorities.

COMMENTS
Implemented the public education through:
• Working with the Tauranga and Western Bay Welcoming Communities
Programme ensuring resilience in the communities for new migrants.
Information is then shared via the community groups own social media
and radio mechanisms (e.g. the Korean Times)
• Supporting the Disability Advisory Group to promote preparedness for
the disabled community
• Provided content for a number of local newsletters including Whomp,
CC’s Newsletter, Lizard News, Bay of Plenty times and the Mount
Directory
• Working with Community Constables to promote preparedness
through getting to know your neighbours and supporting
Neighbourhood support
• Presenting to and providing a number of schools with resources and
information to ensure the students educate their parents and others.
• Supporting tenants in TCC housing through the Tenancy Advisory
Group to understand their hazards and manage their risks through
preparedness and emergency planning
• Delivery of education programmes to the Beach Safety programme
delivered by Surf Life Saving New Zealand. The presentation was
observed by senior Surf Life Saving members who have expressed an
interest in EMBOP delivering a ‘train the trainer’ session empowering
Surf Life Saving to deliver tsunami awareness/preparedness as part of
their Beach Safety programme. The beach safety programme has the
potential to reach a significant number of school students across the
Tauranga area
• Supporting the Maketū YES programme involving youth from the
local community and engaged with volunteer emergency services
teaching them more about how they can support and contribute to
their community through volunteering opportunities. The Maketū YES
programme graduation ceremony took place at Whakaue Marae
• Supported Tourism Bay of Plenty by educating staff and supplying
resources on preparedness and what to do in an emergency. This
included information about the correct actions to take during an
emergency event, local tsunami information and preparedness/
emergency planning. The information provided will support the
organisation’s resilience and empower staff to provide information to
the wider sector.
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OBJECTIVE: Ensure professional development for key roles within the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group
through ongoing training, learning opportunities and exercises

Implement the corrective actions
from Exercise Tangaroa 2016.
In 2017/2018 key areas for
improvement will be targeted
through training and specific
exercises, and will be implemented
in accordance with the Group
Training and Exercise Plan. This
will require CDEM member
organisations staff time to
be committed to training and
exercising.
In line with the Group Training
and Exercise Plan, Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty will
organise, deliver and evaluate two
Tier 2 Exercises for each EOC.

!

Achieved

ACTION

COMMENTS
The key corrective action following Exercise Tangaroa 2016 and the April
2017 Weather Events was to: Increase staff understanding of their role in
a coordination centre and the processes associated with their role. The
completion of the Checklist Compendium (May 2018) and the delivery of
targeted exercises (Exercise Ruapehu II) to introduce the compendium
(June 2018) was a key part of achieving the corrective action. Exercise
Ruapehu II was delivered in two sessions to both EOC and GECC staff in
the eastern and western areas. 71 members from across the region (less
Rotorua) attended these two exercises.
In March 2018, a Tier two exercise was completed with 198 participants
from Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Kawerau District Council, Ōpōtiki
District Council, Tauranga City Council, Western Bay of Plenty District
Council, and Whakatāne District Council.
Concurrent with the implementation of the Tangaroa 2016 Corrective
Action Plan, the following formal training has been delivered:
• 8 ITF Coordination Centre Intermediate courses delivered to 126
council participants
• ITF Coordination Centre Foundation course completed by 77
participants
• 55 participants have attended 1 hour face to face familiarisation
sessions
• 112 Participants completed CDEM Induction sessions.
Additional training has also been facilitated including:
• Psychological first aid training
• ITF Civil Defence Centre Training
• Controllers Development Training.

OBJECTIVE: Continue to strengthen CDEM stakeholder and partner relationships through a
commitment to coordinated and integrated emergency planning

Maintain and enhance relationships
between CDEM member
organisations through maintaining
partners forums including:
• Welfare Coordination Group
(WCG) & Local Welfare
Committees
• Regional Emergency
Management Coordination
Committee (REMCC)
• Local emergency services
committees.

!

Achieved

ACTION

COMMENTS
The Group Welfare Manager chairs the Bay of Plenty WCG. Attendance at
all scheduled meetings has occurred for the 2017/2018 year along with a
full review of the Group’s Terms of Reference.
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty chairs the Regional Emergency
Management Coordination Committee, and is a member on the two
local committees that meet in Tauranga and Whakatāne. Rotorua Lakes
Council staff are members of the local emergency services coordinating
committee in Rotorua. Attendance at all scheduled meetings has
occurred for the 2017-2018 year.
The Local Welfare Committees for Rotorua Lakes was chaired by their
Welfare Manager and the Western and Eastern areas by EMBOP staff.
These meetings have occurred for the 2017/2018 year along with a full
review of their respective Terms of Reference.
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OBJECTIVE: Continue to strengthen CDEM stakeholder and partner relationships through a
commitment to coordinated and integrated emergency planning
ACTION

!

Achieved

Maintain and enhance relationships
with MCDEM and other CDEM
Groups maintaining contact
through:
• Forums
• Annual joint forum with Waikato
CDEM Group
• Representation on national
forums.

COMMENTS
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty has been maintaining and
enhancing relationships through representation and attendance at:
• The National Capability Development and Advisory Group
• National Tsunami Working Group
• Tsunami Vertical Evacuation Working Group
• National Controllers Forum
• Caldera Advisory Group
• Integrated Training Framework Steering Committee
• National Common Alerting Protocol working Group
• National EMIS Working Group
• National EMIS Steering Group
• National Public Education Reference Group
• Northern Alliance CDEM Group Meetings
• CDEM Regional Managers Forum
• Group Welfare Managers Forum
• NZRT Working Group
• Emergency Management ACE Fund Governance Group
• National Resilience Challenge Workshop
• Working Groups to discuss the recommendations from the
Ministerial Review into better response to natural disasters and other
emergencies in New Zealand.

OBJECTIVE: Develop and maintain appropriate documentation to describe key activities,
processes and protocols in support of the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Plan

Adopt the Bay of Plenty CDEM
Group Plan 2018- 2023 by
implementing the project plan and
engagement plan ensuring:
• Consultation carried out
in accordance with the
requirements of the CDEM Act
2002
• Technical Review by Ministry
of Civil Defence & Emergency
Management.
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!

Achieved

ACTION

COMMENTS
The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Plan 2018 - 2023 (the Plan) was
adopted in March 2018. The development of the Plan included public
and stakeholder consultation with an opportunity for submitters to
speak to their submission. A total of 37 submissions were received, with
the Hearing Panel considering over 400 submission points at the Plan
hearing. This is a positive indication of the level of public engagement
in CDEM. Once feedback was incorporated, the Plan was submitted for
acceptance by Bay of Plenty CDEM Group and sent to the Minister for
Civil Defence for comment. The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Plan 2018 2023 was adopted by the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Joint Committee at
their meeting on 23 March 2018.

Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

ACTION

!

COMMENTS

Minor Issues

OBJECTIVE: Develop and maintain appropriate documentation to describe key activities,
processes and protocols in support of the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Plan

A draft planning framework has been developed based on three tiers,
strategic, operational and tactical level planning documents. Existing
plans have been aligned to the framework and will be reviewed in due
course. A pilot of the planning framework will be tested through the
revision and development of the Whakatāne CDEM Plan in the 2018-2019
financial year.
A Checklist Compendium has been completed and rolled out to
Coordination Centre functional managers. The Checklist Compendium
forms a large part of the tactical planning framework and gives
Coordination Centre staff a guide on the essential activities / outputs
they need to deliver. SOPs to support the compendium will be nested into
the response planning framework.
A flood response protocol and supporting flood evacuation plan for
Edgecumbe has been developed and workshopped with the community.
Work continues to progress the development of trigger levels and
evacuation protocols for the remaining areas on the Rangitāiki river, the
Tauranga, Whakatāne, Waioeka, Otara and Kaituna rivers.
Tonkin & Taylor have delivered a working draft of the Disaster Waste
Management Plan template. The document and associated GIS
technology are ready for wide-scale field testing and over the coming
months will be introduced to CDEM and Regional Council response teams
for real time implementation.
The intention is to apply for further MCDEM Resilience Fund support to
complete the final phase of the template which is to get it into an on-line,
possibly web-based format, with the template and GIS layers fully linked.
(MCDEM have advised this will have to be in the 2019/20 funding round).
The development of the Tsunami Response Protocol was not completed.
The focus of work was diverted to the development of the flood response
protocol which came out of the reviews from the April 2017 weather
event. This is planned to be progressed in the 2018/19 financial year.
The Bay of Plenty CDEM has been supporting the development of a
Hikurangi Response Plan, led through the Hawkes Bay CDEM Group. The
project has completed the scoping phase and employed a Project Leader.
This work is funded through the national CDEM resilience fund and will
continue through the 2018/19 financial year.

Develop a response planning
framework that includes relevant
hazard information, local CDEM
arrangements and key procedures
for the GECC and EOCs.
A project plan will be developed.
The planning framework will
build on:
• The stock take of Group and
local plans undertaken in 2015/16
• The review of SOPs undertaken
in 2015/16
• Tsunami Response Protocol.
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Response

3

Ensuring an
effective
response
capability

 Implement effective alerting and communication systems to enable agencies and the
community to respond rapidly and appropriately to an emergency.
 Implement and maintain effective and resilient communication networks and processes
across CDEM stakeholders.
 Implement standardised interoperable information management systems and processes
used by emergency response organisations.
 Enhance local arrangements that seamlessly enable scalability to appropriately respond
to any event, from a localised incident to a national emergency.

OBJECTIVE: Implement effective alerting and communication systems to enable agencies and the
community to respond rapidly and appropriately to an emergency

Ensure Public Information
Management (PIM) staff are
trained and have standardised
documentation for public
information management.
• The BOP CDEM Group will host
and coordinate two Regional PIM
forums per annum
• A training and development
programme for PIM staff will be
developed and implemented.
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Achieved

Continuously monitor and assess
the functionality and coverage of
our suite of alerting systems.
Carrying out audits after events
where the platforms have been
used to identify any issues, and
through the public alerting tests.

COMMENTS
In November 2017 the nationwide Emergency Mobile Alerts sytem was
introduced and tested. This was led by the Ministry of Civil Defence &
Emergency Management. Emergency Management Bay of Plenty staff
supported this test and gave a number of presentations to governance
groups and councils to address questions about the Mobile Alterting.
In Q4 a test of the regionally-led alerting systems was conducted.
This test involved SMS text alerting, Red Cross Hazards App, Stinger
Deployments, Eastern Bay Fixed Sirens, Facebook and Twitter. Detailed
figures regarding this test are included in the highlights section at the
start of this report.

Achieved

Test public alerting systems
ensuring effective communication,
engagement and feedback.
Conduct two live tests per annum
of:
• Text, email, sirens and stinger
alerting systems
• Including public engagement via
agreed communication plan.

!

The results of the Alerting Systems Review undertaken by GNS Science
were presented to the Coordinating Executive Group on 28 July 2017.
A working group was been established to consider the recommendations
from the Alerting Systems Review undertaken by GNS Science, this was
presented back to the Coordinating Executive Group.
The use and development of our current suite of alerting systems
was reviewed after the roll out of emergency mobile alerts. The email
notification system was decommissioned in March 2018 after it was
determined to no longer be effective.
Work has commenced on a regional study of mobile coverage and
situations that may need fixed public address loud speakers.
Tauranga City Council has secured funding through its long term plan to
install a number of sirens and investigate the feasibility of an in house
alerting system.

Achieved

ACTION

The Group PIM role was vacated early in the 2017/18 financial year and
was filled in January 2018.
The Group PIM held 3 small forums with key PIM staff in the West, East
and Rotorua to introduce himself and to begin developing relationships
with the PIM staff around the region.
On 25 June 2018 a Group PIM Forum was held in Tauranga for PIM staff
where training pathways were discussed and a guest speaker from
MCDEM presented on Information Management. The day finished with an
exercise using all forms of media.
The ITF Advanced course for PIM has been developed and will be
delivered to PIM staff in the 2018-19 financial year.

Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

ACTION

!

COMMENTS

Achieved

OBJECTIVE: Implement and maintain effective and resilient communication networks and
processes across CDEM stakeholders

Maintained the 24/7 Duty Manager system 2017/18. This was supported
by the 24/7 Duty Group Controller system and a 24/7 Duty PIM system.
The Duty Manager system (supported by the wider Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty team):
• Engaged in response to rising Lake Ōkāreka levels
• Responded to the Mexico earthquake tsunami threat
• Conducted initial planning following the fracture of the Refinery
Auckland Pipeline
• Supported the 2017 general elections with contingency planning
• Engaged with the lifelines community regarding potential water and
telecommunications disruptions following a slip on SH36 (near Pyes
Pa School, Tauranga)
• Supported the Bay of Plenty Regional Council-led response to a
minor oil spill in Tauranga harbour with trained personnel
• Trained and practiced sending out Emergency Mobile Alerts
• Responded to the severe weather event in the first week of
January 2018
• Responded to an Alaskan earthquake with tsunami potential
(January 2018)
• Responded to two tropical cyclones – Gita resulting in 8 declarations
across the country (February 2018) and Hola (March 2018)
• Responded and supported ODC when rain and high rivers affected
Ōpōtiki (February 2018)
• Monitored and responded to MetService warnings at the start of
February 2018 and was a result of the arrival of former Tropical
Cyclone Fehi. The associated storm system resulted in a heavy
rain warning for the Bay of Plenty with two South Island locations
declaring local emergencies
• Responded and supported Rotorua Lakes Council when rain flooding
affected the district causing significant impacts in Ngongotahā (April
2018). A local state of emergency was declared by Rotorua Lakes
Council in response to this event
• Maintained oversight and prepared action plan to support the
Ministry for Primary Industries led response to Mycoplasma bovis
• Monitored and responded to seven additional separate periods of
severe weather.
All Emergency Management Bay of Plenty staff underwent specific
Emergency Mobile Alert platform training.
Targeted refresher training for Duty Managers and Duty Group
Controllers was delivered throughout the year. This training will have
greater formalisation in 2018/19.

Ensure 24/7 coverage that provides
up to date information on events
to the public and within the BOP
CDEM Structure by providing a 24/7
duty manager with specific tasks
for disseminating information to the
public and liaising with controllers
and other agencies when necessary.
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OBJECTIVE: Implement and maintain effective and resilient communication networks and
processes across CDEM stakeholders

Maintain capability for twoway communication between
Emergency Management Bay
of Plenty and the community
across the region in the event
of an emergency where
telecommunications are impacted
by providing a radio network.
• Identifying key community users
(likely to be community response
teams)
• Providing training for users
• Maintaining a maintenance and
testing schedule for the radio
network.
Considering the long term future
for communications by:
• Representation on radio strategy
working party (this project is run
by BOPLASS Ltd).

!

Minor Issues

ACTION

COMMENTS
Radio communications capability is still considered to be an area of
development for the Group.
The Emergency Management Bay of Plenty project to review the state
of the radio network was completed in Q3. Radio communications were
incorporated, in a limited capacity, into some of the EOC exercises in Q3.
There is now a clear understanding of what radio infrastructure exists
across the region.
The focus is now on establishing the structures to ensure that the
community can communicate with Local GECCs, who in turn can
communicate with the GECC. This will be supported by documentation
that details radio procedures.

OBJECTIVE: Implement standardised interoperable information management systems and
processes used by emergency response organisations

Identify and provide an emergency
management information system
that supports and enables an
effective response, ensuring
integration with Local Authority
EOC response management
systems and national systems
through implementation of
the Emergency Management
Information System (EMIS),
including:
• Representation on national
technical group for EMIS
development
• ECC and EOCs adopting and
using EMIS in emergency events
• Identifying opportunities where
it can be used to make response
operations easier and quicker.
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!

Minor Issues

ACTION

COMMENTS
In early March 2018 the Ministry of Civil Defence & Emergency
Management paused the development of EMIS 3.0. Up to this point,
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty had been contributing to its
development.
The EMIS 2.0 shared workspace remains operational. Bay of Plenty
CDEM Group members can access information on upcoming training,
exercises and events.
Opportunities for using EMIS (where it adds value to a response) will
continue to be looked for and incorporated into exercises.

Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

OBJECTIVE: Enhance local arrangements that seamlessly enable scalability to appropriately
respond to any event, from a localised incident to a national emergency

Develop and maintain
documentation for activation and
operation of the GECC and EOCs.
This will be implemented through:
• Development of Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs) as
required
• Using SOPs in relevant exercises
• Implementing a regular set up
and equipment check
• Updating and testing schedule
for EOCs.

Achieved

Establish and enhance structures
to implement the welfare
requirements of the National CDEM
Plan. This will be done through:
• Coordination of the WCG,
including chairing and providing
administrative support
• Support for local welfare
committees
• Hosting an annual welfare forum
for responsible and supporting
agencies.
Implementation of key actions
from the Welfare Transition Plan for
welfare sub-functions where CDEM
are the responsible agency.
Support to other members of WCG
to deliver on the sub- functions
for which they are the responsible
agency.

!

Achieved

ACTION

COMMENTS
WCG meetings were held in February 2018 and April 2018 with the June
meeting being postponed due to lack of attendance.
All agendas and minutes have been circulated within the required
timeframes as outlined in the Terms of Reference.
On the 25 May 2018 CEG approved the revised WCG Terms of Reference.
A first draft of the Group Welfare Plan 2018/2023 has been developed.
This document has been circulated for a first consultation and feedback
is now being incorporated into the document.
On 27 June 2018 the annual welfare seminar was held in Tauranga and
focused on working with our Diverse Communities. The seminar was
well attended with staff from a number of agencies including the DHB,
Red Cross, local authorities and local Welfare Managers.
A review of the contents and location of the Group Welfare trailer has
now been completed. The trailer is now stored in Whakatāne to enable it
to be deployed in the Eastern Bay of Plenty if required.
The Local Welfare Committees have continued to meet with Rotorua
Local Welfare Committee meeting regularly as part of the welfare
response to the April 2017 flooding.

The development of operational documentation has focussed primarily
on the Checklist Compendium. Familiarising and practicing EOC staff in
the use of the compendium will form a key component of future training
and exercising.
Development of more detailed SOPs that support and elaborate on the
checklist has commenced and will continue in 2018-19.
Regular set up and equipment testing occurs in the GECC and EOCs.
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Recovery

4

Ensuring an
effective
recovery
capability

 Strengthen recovery capability and capacity across all agencies, the wider community
and businesses to promote sustainability and provide for the long-term regeneration of
communities.
 Ensure effective communication which informs and engages communities during the
recovery phrase of an emergency .
 Make recovery management a part of everyday work for the CDEM Group and integrate
the work with existing organisational systems wherever possible.

!

COMMENTS

Achieved

ACTION

Many of the recovery managers are new to their roles. The focus of the
year has been on upskilling participants in the core requirements of the
role. Best practice examples, newsletters and articles of interest were
distributed to support knowledge development and ensure a recovery
focus is kept to the fore.
2 Recovery Managers from Western Bay of Plenty District Council and
the Group Recovery Manager attended Exercise Ruapehu II. The exercise
was used as a recovery training opportunity for recovery managers to
input into the longer term response planning and further develop their
understanding of the decisions made in response
Two workshops have taken place discussing the new Ministry of Civil
Defence & Emergency Management Directors Guidelines for Recovery.
The workshops further developed Recovery Managers understanding
of their role but developed discussion on how Directors Guidelines
can be met in the Bay of Plenty. Work is progressing with the Ministry
of Civil Defence & Emergency Management on a Recovery Manager
Development programme.

Achieved

OUTCOME: Strengthen recovery capability and capacity across all agencies, the wider community
and businesses to promote sustainability and provide for the long-term regeneration of
communities

A Recovery Manager workshop was held on 31 August 2017 with a
focus on the draft Strategic Recovery Planning Directors Guidelines.
This shaped the Groups feedback on the Directors Guidelines that was
workshopped with the Coordinating Executive Group and submitted to
the Ministry of Civil Defence & Emergency Management. A combined
upper and central North Island Group Recovery Workshop occurred Q
4. There was representation from Northland, Auckland, Bay of Plenty
and Waikato CDEM Groups. The aim of the workshop was to provide a
consistent application of the Strategic Planning for Recovery Director’s
Guideline for Civil Defence & Emergency Management.
Strategic recovery planning will be undertaken with key stakeholders in
2018/19 after the Strategic Planning Operations DGL is issued.

Ensure recovery managers are
trained and participate in exercises.

Identify and engage key
stakeholders in recovery activities in
the recovery planning process.
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ACTION
Develop protocols and procedures
including key messaging for PIMs to
use in the recovery phase through:
• Research from other jurisdictions
and supported by Group PIM
• Developing appropriate media
channels to provide communities
that are in Recovery phase with
access to progress updates

!

COMMENTS

Achieved

OUTCOME: Ensure effective communication which informs and engages communities during the
recovery phase of an emergency

Whakatāne District Recovery has provided excellent communication
methods for communities recovering from a significant event as part
of the Recovery Toolbox. This received the Director of the Ministry of
Civil Defence & Emergency Management innovation award at the 2018
national conference.
The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Recovery Manager has met with the
newly appointed Bay of Plenty CDEM Group PIM to assess the existing
protocols and procedure.
Local PIMs have established media channels which will be utilised in the
Recovery phase. Training is underway to assist communications teams to
understand the difference between their BAU and an Emergency.

OUTCOME: Make recovery management a part of everyday work for the CDEM Group and
integrate the work with existing organisational systems wherever possible

Identify and establish relationships
with lead agencies for each of
the task groups for all local and
regional recovery operating areas.
• Host local relationship meetings
of lead agency task group
representatives
• Host Recovery Management
Workshop(s) that include CDEM
Partner Agencies; workshop(s)
to include desk exercise(s).

Achieved

Enable local recovery managers to
network and share best practice
• Hold a minimum of two Recovery
Managers meetings per annum.

!

Minor Issues

ACTION

COMMENTS
Two recovery manager workshops were held over the 2017/18 financial
year. One in Q1 and the second was held in Q4.

Tauranga City Council, Western Bay of Plenty District Council,
Whakatāne District Council and Rotorua Lakes Council have Task Group
lead agency relationships in place.
Ōpōtiki District Council and Kawerau District Council are in the process
of establishing similar level relationships.
The Recovery workshop planned for May/June 2018 had to be deferred
due to the Rotorua District flood of 29 April 2018.
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OUTCOME: Address the improvement opportunities from the MCDEM Capability Assessment 2015

Analyse all Recovery aspects of the
MCDEM Capability Assessment and
set specific action plans to address
each areas for improvement
• Review roles, responsibilities
and structure options for a
Group Recovery Office, including
documentation
• Develop likely tasks for each
Recovery Task Group
• Confirm agencies responsible
for each Task Group understand
and accept their role and
responsibility
• Local Recovery Managers and
Alternate are in place in all
Territorial Authorities
• Group Recovery Plan updated
to reflect statutory changes for
Recovery
• Integration of Recovery Plans
and BCP’s.

!

Reprioritised

ACTION

COMMENTS
Part of this work has been deferred in favour of work arising from the
2 reviews of the April 2017 Weather Event and the Ministerial Review,
Better Responses to Natural Disasters and other Emergencies in New
Zealand.
The Group Recovery Office structure developed and communicated to
Local Recovery Managers
A checklist has been completed for Recovery Manager and one for
Recovery Office is in progress for the second version of the checklist
compendium.
The Whakatāne District Recovery Toolkit has been developed and is
available for use by anyone. This has been recognised nationally as an
important resource for any recovery effort. It has been tested through
the Rotorua flooding event and will be updated with lessons from that
event.
Through engagement with Partner Agencies in Whakatāne District and
Rotorua District flooding events we have reconfirmed their understand
and acceptance of their role and responsibility during a Recovery
All councils except Ōpōtiki District Council have a Local Recovery
Manager appointed. Ōpōtiki District Council are currently recruiting for
a Recovery Manager following the departure of the previous Recovery
Manager earlier in the year.
The Group Recovery Plan has been reviewed and updated to reflect the
statutory changes in the recovery environment.

OUTCOME: Enhance the Recovery capability in the Region

• Develop a CDEMG Policy for the
appointment and development
of Recovery Managers.
• Develop in line with the
appointment and development
of Controllers policy and CDEM
Amendment Act 2016 to create
an appropriate policy.

!

Achieved

ACTION

COMMENTS
A policy for the appointment and development of Recovery Managers
was adopted by the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Joint Committee in
September 2017.

OUTCOME: Implement all provisions of the CDEM Amendment Act 2016

Create and provide guidance
notes for Recovery Managers on
the responsibilities and powers
applicable to the role.
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Achieved

Review the CDEM Amendment Act
2016 to determine what additional
responsibilities and powers are
applicable to Recovery Managers
and provide appropriate support as
required.

!

Achieved

ACTION

COMMENTS
Responsibilities and powers resulting from the CDEM Amendment Act
2016 have been determined and a workshop has been held with Local
Recovery Managers to increase their understanding.

Guidance notes on Recovery have been developed by Ministry of Civil
Deference Emergency Management and communicated to all Local
Recovery Managers.

Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

Progress against our key
performance indicators
The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group has Key Performance Indicators that are consistent across the local authorities that
make up the Group, and are included in the local authorities’ Long Term Plans. The Key Performance Indicators
and results for each Local Authority are set out below. Note that the roles identified for the EOC operation do not
include Recovery Managers, as this is not a Coordinated Incident Management System (CIMS)role. More detail of the
community initiatives delivered is provided in the activity area summaries.
Results
Council

KPI Targets

Community
initiatives

Bay of
Plenty
Regional
Council

• 8 community
initiatives
delivered
• 70% ECC
roles
identified
and staffed
for 24 hours
EOC/ECC
operation
• 75% of
identified
staff trained

Kawerau
District
Council

• 4 community Exceeded
7 initiatives
initiatives
delivered
delivered
• 80% EOC
roles
identified and
staffed for 24
hours EOC
operation
• 80% of
identified
staff trained

Achieved
8 initiatives
delivered

Community initiatives delivered

EOC
positions
filled

EOC
staff
trained
Exceeded
79%

1. Youth Jam (3 day event) and pilot of the
CDEM youth ambassador programme
2. House of Science and provision of
materials for science library
3. Foodbank Drive across the region
4. Support Transport Team with Vehicle
Safety Programme
5. Support Drainage Team with flood
advice for public
6. Attendance at the Regional Business
Market
7. Development of Regional Tsunami
Education resource including activity
Booklet for kids
8. Supported Tourism Bay of Plenty with
the education of their staff to provide
information to the wider sector.

Exceeded
90%
107 out of
119 roles
filled

1. Hosted a CDEM Stand at the Kawerau
Woodfest
2. Kawerau Community Emergency Guide
developed
3. Draft Kawerau Community Response
Plan developed
4. Delivered a Petcha Kucha presentation
for the Kawerau Community Meeting
5. Presentation on Risks to Pedersons
Group
6. Support to Te Manaaki Pre-School to
develop their emergency plans.
7. Supported the Kawerau Foodbank
Drive.

Exceeded
Exceeded
84%
86%
31 out of 36
roles filled
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Results
Council

KPI Targets

Community
initiatives

Community initiatives delivered

EOC
positions
filled

EOC
staff
trained

Ōpōtiki
District
Council

• 4 community Exceeded
6 initiatives
initiatives
delivered
delivered
• 100%
EOC roles
identified and
staffed for 24
hours EOC
operation
• 100% of
identified
staff trained

1. Presented to the Coast Community
Board Meeting
2. Ōpōtiki District Council Pop Up Shop
3. Held a workshop with Te Kaha Marae
4. Presented at Red Tide Conference on
Risks and Hazards
5. Supported Get Ready week activities
6. Continued engagement with
Whakatōhea representatives to support
their planning and exercise.
7. Held a Ōpōtiki Township meeting with
key community leaders and agencies to
develop a Community Response Plan.

Not
Not
Achieved
Achieved
68%
90%
28 out of 31
roles filled

Rotorua
Lakes
Council

• 10 community Exceeded
15 initiatives
initiatives
delivered
delivered
• 68% EOC
roles
identified and
staffed for 24
hours EOC
operation
• 68% of
identified
staff trained

1. Supported Pedersons Group with 2
workshops on local risks and personal
preparedness
2. Supported Red Stag with personal
preparedness training
3. Presented to 2 international delegations
from Korea on local risks and hazard
mitigation
4. Conducted workshops with local age
care residential services and resthome
staff on personal preparedness
5. Conducted workshop with Reporoa Girl
Guides on how young people can plan
for and assist during an emergency
6. Presented to local hospitality businesses
on personal preparedness and how
to inform visitors re local risks and
response during an earthquake
7. Presentations to local service clubs
regarding CDEM organisational
structure within Rotorua Lakes Council
8. Presented to over 100 students at Toi
Ohomai Institute on risks and personal
preparedness
9. Supported Waikite Valley residents with
developing their Community Response
Plan and CDEM information for
distribution to over 400 households by
the Waikite Valley residents association
10. Presented to the Mamaku residents
association on developing a community
response plan
11. Supported Ngongotahā churches to
develop emergency response plans

Exceeded
77%
92 out of
119 roles
filled
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Not
Achieved
48%

Results
Council

KPI Targets

Community
initiatives

Community initiatives delivered

EOC
positions
filled

EOC
staff
trained

12. Supported Lake Ōkāreka residents with
emergency procedure development
following the increase in lake level
13. Supported Get ready Week activities
14. Developed local resources in support of
emergency preparedness for pets
15. Continued to engage with district
Marae for the development of
emergency response plans through
local committees, partnerships and
consultation processes.
Tauranga
City Council

• 8 community Exceeded
11 delivered
initiatives
delivered
• 90% EOC
roles
identified and
staffed for 24
hours EOC
operation
• 80% of
identified
staff trained

1. Draft Marae Preparedness Plan
developed and now under review for
Tamapahore Marae (Pāpāmoa)
2. Completed Marae Preparedness Plan for
Huria Marae (Otumoetai)
3. Meetings held with Tahuwhakatiki/
Romai Marae (Welcome Bay) to begin
their Marae Preparedness Plan
4. Workshop held with Whetu-o-Te Rangi/
Ngā Peke Marae (Welcome Bay)
5. Otumoetai Community Emergency
Guide completed and plan under
development
6. The Welcome Bay Community Guide
had been developed and disseminated
to the community
7. Presented to the Bethlehem Community
Response Team to begin developing the
Community Response Plan and Guide
8. Supported the launch of the Gordon
Spratt Reserve vertical evacuation site
at a community open day
9. Supported provided public information
at the TECT Rescue Helicopter Open
Day
10. Supported provided public information
at the Tauranga Police Open Day
11. Presented to the Pacific Coast
Retirement Village to assist with their
preparedness planning.

Not
Achieved
84%
54 of 64
roles filled

Not
Achieved
84%
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Results
Council

KPI Targets

Community
initiatives

Community initiatives delivered

EOC
positions
filled

EOC
staff
trained

Western
Bay of
Plenty
District
Council

• 8 community Exceeded
10 initiatives
initiatives
delivered
delivered
• 75% EOC
roles
identified and
staffed for 24
hours EOC
operation
• 75% of
identified
staff trained

1. Supporting the Teawhe Marae (Maketū)
to develop their Marae Emergency
Preparedness Plan
2. Supporting Pukehina Marae to develop
their Marae Emergency Preparedness
Plan
3. Supporting Ōtamarākau Marae to
develop their Marae Emergency
Preparedness Plan
4. Engaging with Maketū Community to
determine the community leaders to
begin planning
5. Supporting the Te Puke Community
Response Team
6. Continued engagement with Waihī
Beach, Athenree, Bowentown
7. Supported the Maketū Community to
deliver the YES Programme
8. Maketū and Paengaroa Foodbank Drive
9. Development of a Community Guide for
Ōmokoroa
10. Supporting Te Puna with the
development of their Community
Response Plan and Guide.

Exceeded
92%
35 out of
38 roles
filled

Exceeded
77%

Whakatāne
District
Council

• 8 community Exceeded
9 initiatives
initiatives
delivered
delivered
• 85% EOC
roles
identified and
staffed for 24
hours EOC
operation
• 85% of
identified
staff trained

1. Attended 2 days at Business and Leisure
Show
2. Development of Community Guide for
Murupara
3. Development of Community Guide for
Waimana
4. Development of Community Guide for
Matatā
5. Public meetings with Edgecumbe
Community
6. Held public meeting with Tāneatua
Community
7. Presented at a public key community
leaders meeting at Te Tapenakara Mo Te
Iwi (Clinic)
8. Attended Marae Committee meeting
with the Maungaronga (Ōhope) Marae.
9. Worked with Waimana to review their
Community Response Plan (approx. 3
meetings).

Exceeded
93%
55 out of
59 roles
filled

Exceeded
88%

Not Achieved = Below KPI target; Achieved = Met KPI target; Exceeded = beyond KPI target
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Financials
The total operating budget was 7% underspent for the year resulting in just over $174,000 savings. This can be
attributed to two Emergency Management Advisor positions were vacant for 6 months resulting in an underspend in
staff costs. A second element to the underspend is related to promotions and marketing work that was not delivered
due to the role vacancies. More training and development was also delivered in house through implementation of the
Integrated Training Framework (ITF) and resulted in significant savings on external training providers.
Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group
financials for the year ended 30 June 2018
$ Budget

16/17 Territorial Authority Contributions

$ Actual

1,381,735

1,358,780

BOPRC Contribution

1,490,332

1,490,333

Total Revenue

2,872,068

2,849,113

Total Operating Expenditure

2,872,068

2,675,105

0

174,007

600,478

600,478

0

174,007

600,478

774,485

Net Surplus (deficit)

Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Reserve Account
Opening Balance
Surplus/(deficit) transferred
Closing Balance

Note: The Bay of Plenty Lifelines Group financial summary is provided under the
Bay of Plenty Lifelines Group section of this report.
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Regional highlights
Bay of Plenty wide
PIM Forum

Biosecurity

On Tuesday 26 June 2018 the Bay of Plenty Group
Public Information Manager (PIM) held a one day
workshop for PIMs from across the region. The
interactive day consisted of media training; open
forums to enable the audience to problem solve current
issues and exercises using the new media technology
that the Regional Council have sourced.

Bay of Plenty Regional Council has been working
with Ministry for Primary Industries, assisting in the
management of velvet leaf and myrtle rust responses.
This has included supporting an iwi led initiative
to protect Mauao. Both these responses were led
by Ministry of Primary Industries and have now
transitioned to long term management.

Youth Jam

The Government along with dairy and beef industries
decided to attempt to eradicate Mycoplasma bovis
from New Zealand’s dairy and beef herds. The
decision was made on 28 May 2018 and is expected
to take 1-2 years. As at 25 June 2018, the disease is
not widespread across New Zealand (42 infected
farms) and there is just one strain of the disease in
the country. The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group has made
plans to prepare and support the Ministry of Primary
Industries led response. To date this has involved
ensuring sound biosecurity measures are upheld by
members of the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group to minimise
the risk of disease spread, maintaining situational
awareness and preparing to support any national or
regional response effort if required. This will continue
as the eradication programme progresses.

Taiohi Taiao Youth Jam students May 2018
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, MAY 2018

Taiohi Taiao Youth Jam was held on 15-17 May 2018 at
Ōhope Beach and welcomed over 43 students from
16 secondary schools across the Bay of Plenty. This
annual youth leadership event was led by the Bay of
Plenty Regional Council in partnership with Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty.
This year’s event focused on building an increased
understanding of natural hazards affecting the Bay of
Plenty including Emergency Management practices and
developing a toolkit of practical actions by our youth to
be used by students to increase school and community
resilience. Students came away from the event as
recognised CDEM Youth Ambassadors who are now
equipped to go and promote CDEM in the community.
Due to the success of the event the Bay of Plenty
CDEM Group are looking to continue the roll out of the
CDEM Youth Ambassadors programme.
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April 2018 Weather Event
On 29 April 2018 a large volume of rain fell in the
Rotorua district in a very short period of time. Rivers,
streams and storm water systems were overwhelmed,
and damage to homes and infrastructure occurred
throughout the district. In the afternoon of 29
April 2018, floodwater spilled over the banks of the
Ngongataha stream, requiring evacuation of houses
and the declaration of a local state of emergency.
The response phase ended on 14 May 2018, with work
continuing on recovery efforts.

Exercise Ruapehu
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty staff developed
and delivered a tier two exercise (Exercise Ruapehu)
on Wednesday 28 February 2018. Exercise Ruapehu
simulated Mount Ruapehu erupting, resulting in ash
fall across the Bay of Plenty. The exercise provided
a training opportunity for GECC staff across the
Bay of Plenty. There was a high staff turnout

Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

for the GECC exercise and improvement in the
communication between the functional teams was a
noticeable highlight.

haul out area and the tidal steps at the Strand, however
the volume of the spill was relatively small (estimated
in the vicinity of 10-21L). The event provided an
opportunity for recently qualified Alternate Regional
On Scene Commander, Matt Harrex (Manager Planning
and Development, Emergency Management Bay
of Plenty) and Paul Bourton (Senior Emergency
Management Advisor), to undertake response roles.

Welfare staff participating in Exercise Ruapehu.
SOURCE EMERGENCY: MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY FEBRUARY 2018

April 2017 Weather Event
Review Actions
In April 2017, the Bay of Plenty District experienced two
adverse weather events, resulting in one local state of
emergency and a regional state of emergency being
declared. These were the first declared civil defence
emergencies in the Bay of Plenty since the Matata
Debris Flow and Tauranga landslides in May 2005.
Work continues to address the recommendations from
the three reviews (Whakatāne District Council internal
independent review, Emergency Management Bay
of Plenty review, and Bay of Plenty Regional Council
review) arising from these events.
Flood evacuation trigger levels have been developed
for Edgecumbe. A supporting flooding evacuation
protocol has also been completed for Edgecumbe. This
work is planned to progress the development of trigger
levels and evacuation protocols for the remaining
areas on the Rangitāiki River, and the Tauranga,
Whakatāne, Waioeka, Otara and Kaituna rivers. While
draft trigger levels are in place, further work is required
to define the areas that are likely to be impacted and
require evacuation.

Staff clean oil off the tidal steps at The Strand down
town Tauranga.
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, NOVEMBER 2017

New Oil Spill Vessel
The Bay of Plenty Regional Council has a new vessel,
named Awanui. The Awanui is an 11.25 metre oil
spill response and multi role vessel capable of rapid
deployment of specialist oil recovery and containment
equipment, as well as recovering debris from the water
and carrying loads of up to 7,000 kg. The vessel will
be used to assist in carrying out routine maintenance
and repairs of the navigational aids of the Tauranga
Harbour and service the entire Bay of Plenty Region
inshore limits in a range of weather conditions.

Oil Spill in Tauranga Harbour
An oil spill was detected on 28 November 2017 in the
Tauranga Harbour near Cross Road and Sulphur Point,
travelling down to the Marine Precinct. The source
of the spill was unknown. Emergency Management
Bay of Plenty supported the Bay of Plenty Regional
Council Regulatory Compliance and Maritime teams
to investigate, respond to and organise the clean-up.
There was a noticeable impact on some high profile
parts of the shoreline including the Marine Precinct

Blessing on the Awanui

SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, AUGUST 2017
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Long Term Plan consultation

House of Science

Bay of Plenty Regional Council consulted on their Long
Term Plan including a question on a targeted rate for
region wide CDEM services. The targeted rate includes
Bay of Plenty CDEM Group members’ contributions
for the CDEM Group and all of Bay of Plenty Regional
Council CDEM activities. There were 25 Bay of Plenty
Regional Council consultation events held to encourage
the community to engage on the proposed Long
Term Plan 2018-2028, providing the community with
information on the consultation topics including the
regional targeted rate for CDEM. The Bay of Plenty
Regional Council adopted the regional targeted rate for
region wide delivery of Bay of Plenty CDEM services
in June 2018. The result of this means that Territorial
Authorities will no longer be invoiced for their
contributions to the Bay of Plenty CDEM Group, this
will be collected through a regional targeted rate.

Emergency Management Bay of Plenty engaged with
House of Science to provide preparedness resources
to Bay of Plenty primary schools. House of Science
provides science resources to schools and teachers
including a ‘Rock my World’ earth science/earthquake
kit. Emergency Management Bay of Plenty sponsored
one of the ‘Rock my World’ kits, providing resources
for the kit including a preparedness focussed lesson
plan, links to virtual field trips, Happens booklets
and plans and ICE cards for teachers to distribute to
children to take home to their families. The programme
is delivered to approximately 50 kids a week, over
2000 students a year. Thirty packs have been compiled
for distribution in 2018. The Emergency Management
Bay of Plenty sponsored kit will be rotated to all Bay
of Plenty primary schools, who will have the kit for a
week at a time to enable preparedness promotion in
households across the Bay of Plenty.

Disaster Waste Management
Workshops were held in March and May 2018 in
Tauranga, with key stakeholders from Councils
and emergency management to contribute to the
development of a Disaster Waste Management Plan
template. The development of the Disaster Waste
Management Plan Template is a Resilience Fund project
with the template eventually being available to all
CDEM Groups across the country. This is a joint project
between Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Waikato
Regional Council and Environment Canterbury. Tonkin
& Taylor have delivered a working draft of the Disaster
Waste Management Plan template. The document
and associated GIS technology are ready for widescale field testing and over the coming months will be
introduced to CDEM and Regional Council response
teams for real time implementation.

Foodbank Drive
On 5 December 2017, 10 Emergency Management
Bay of Plenty took to the roads, joining other
emergency services across the Bay of Plenty for the
Annual Emergency Services Food Drive. The event
provided an excellent opportunity to engage with
local communities, raise the profile of CDEM and build
relationships with partner emergency service agencies.
It provided a great opportunity to ‘give back’ to the
community and support those less fortunate.

Foodbank Drive Greerton Fire station
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, DECEMBER 2017
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Winter Pit Stops Programme

Training and Capability Development

Emergency Management Bay of Plenty provided the
Bay of Plenty Regional Council Transport Team with
resources and information to support preparedness
planning during their Winter Pit Stops programme run
in August 2017. Pit Stops are a collaboration of Bay
of Plenty Regional Council, New Zealand Transport
Authority and local councils. The Pit Stop provides
young drivers the opportunity to have vehicle safety
checks completed on their vehicles. Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty provided preparedness
messaging, ICE Cards and Grab and Go bags as prizes.

Bay of Plenty Regional Council participated in the
national ITF courses:

Regional Business Market
On Friday 29 September 2017, the Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty attended the Regional
Business Market at ASB Baypark Arena, Mount
Manganui to promote preparedness to businesses
and business network/support agencies such as the
Chambers of Commerce and Tauranga Small Business
Network. The event was an opportunity to promote
emergency management resources, alerting platforms
and hazard information. The event also provided an
opportunity to showcase best practices to businesses
for developing emergency plans and resilience to
emergencies.

Tourism Bay of Plenty

• 16 participants completed the 4 hour ITF Foundation
Course Online Assessment
• 32 participants completed the 2 day course
• 1 participant attend the ITF Logistics Pilot
• 1 participant completed the ITF Civil Defence Centre
Training Course.
Two 3 hour exercises were run in 2017/18: Exercise
Ruapehu I and Exercise Ruapehu II and included a total
of 70 participants.
Other training included:
• 1 BOPRC staff member attended 1 hour induction
session, 4 staff participated in EOC Familiarisation.
• 7 Participants attended Duty PIM Training
• 1 Participant completed EMIS Introduction.
Angela Reade completed the Massey Controllers
Development Programme.
Bay of Plenty Regional Council supported and
deployed people during 12 February 2018 Ōpōtiki Rain
Event, Tropical Cyclone Gita - 12 February 2018 and the
Rotorua Weather Event 28-29 April 2018.

In August 2017, the Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty team provided preparedness and emergency
planning information and advice to Tourism Bay
of Plenty. This included information about what
actions to take during an emergency, local tsunami
information and preparedness/emergency planning.
The information supports Tourism Bay of Plenty’s own
resilience and equips Tourism Bay of Plenty staff to
promote emergency preparedness and planning within
the wider sector.

79%

(target
75%)

GECC Staff Trained

95%

(target
70%)

GECC roles filled

8/8

community initiatives completed
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Tauranga
Tsunami evacuation
high-ground
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty staff attended
and hosted a well-received information tent at the
official opening of the Gordon Spratt Reserve tsunami
evacuation high-ground organised by Tauranga City
Council. The event was opened by Minister of Civil
Defence, Hon Kris Faafoi. This is the first purposebuilt high-ground reserve in the Southern Hemisphere
for use in a tsunami. The event was promoted as
a community evacuation rehearsal with Pāpāmoa
residents making their way from their homes to the
reserve along evacuation routes.

Pacific Coast Retirement Village
On Wednesday 21 March 2018, Emergency Management
Bay of Plenty spoke to residents at the Pacific Coast
Retirement Village on CDEM arrangements in the Bay
of Plenty. A high level of interest was shown, with 60
residents attending a presentation on what Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty does, the risks and hazards
that affect the Bay of Plenty Region and how to
prepare for emergency events.
Tsunami preparedness was a priority for residents,
with intentions to plan for a tsunami evacuation
route exercise in the near future. The resources and
tools on the recently upgraded Bay of Plenty Civil
Defence website (www.bopcivildefence.govt.nz)
were demonstrated.
This included an overview of the disaster preparedness
for people with disabilities and looking at what items
should be included in a getaway kit.

Severe Weather Event
Severe weather impacted the Bay of Plenty in the first
week of January 2018. High winds and low pressure
coincided with king tides across Tauranga Harbour
causing flooding in a number of coastal areas. The
Western Zone EOC was activated for a brief period on
5 January 2018. This was de-activated a few hours later
once messages warning residents to prepare for the
evening high tide had been issued and it was apparent
that the most significant impacts had passed.

Marae Emergency Preparedness
Planning
HHuria Marae (Otumoetai) Marae Emergency
Preparedness Plan is now complete and has been be
signed off by the Marae committee.
The Emergency Managment team have continued to
support Tahuwhakatiki/Romai Marae (Welcome Bay)
to develop a Marae Emergency Preparedness plan after
their attendance in a workshop in 2016. The Marae
Committee have now decided to postpone the work
on this plan due to other priorities with the re-building
of their marae and would like to re-engage in the next
financial year.
Whetu-o-Te Ranigi/Ngā Peke Marae (Welcome
Bay) continue to develop their Marae Emergency
Preparedness Plan after the workshop held on 13
November 2018.
On the 18 October 2017 a Marae Emergency Planning
workshop held at Tamapahore Marae (Pāpāmoa). The
Marae spokesperson has now submitted the first draft
of the plan for review.

Welcome Bay Community Guide

Tsunami preparedness presentation to the Pacific Coast
Retirement Village
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The Welcome Bay Community Guide to Emergencies
was finalised in October 2017 with 10,000 copies
delivered to the Welcome Bay Community Centre for
distribution. The Community Guide to Emergencies
promotes preparedness and hazard awareness in the
community as well as informing the community on
how they can be a part of the Community Response
Planning process. The guide was developed by the
Welcome Bay Community Response Team and includes
a local tsunami evacuation map, information on local
hazards (including earthquake, tsunami, floods and
volcanos), how families, households and individuals
can be better prepared (including knowing their
neighbours) as well as contact information for the local
Community Response Team.

Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

Pāpāmoa Probus Club
On 30 October 2017, Emergency Management Bay
of Plenty worked with more than 100 members of
Pāpāmoa Probus promoting preparedness with their
membership. Probus members were provided with
resources and information to support hazard awareness
and preparedness planning, including Happens Bags
to create their own Get Away kits and ICE cards to
encourage staff, their friends and family to subscribe
to text alerts. Tsunami evacuation maps were provided
and information about community response planning
to encourage Probus members to support the
community response planning process.

Pāpāmoa Beach Surf Lifesaving Club
On 22 November 2017, a tsunami awareness/
preparedness presentation was delivered to a group
of Year 9 students from Bethlehem College. The
presentation was delivered at the Pāpāmoa Beach Surf
Lifesaving Club as part of a Beach Safety programme
delivered by Surf Life Saving New Zealand. The
presentation was observed by senior Surf Life Saving
members who expressed an interest in Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty delivering a ‘train the
trainer’ session, enabling Surf Life Saving members to
deliver tsunami awareness/preparedness education
as part of their Beach Safety programme. The Beach
Safety programme has the potential to reach a
significant number of school students across the
Tauranga area.

Tauranga Community Housing Trust
On 15 November 2017, Emergency Management Bay
of Plenty supported the Tauranga Community Housing
Trust in Pāpāmoa to deliver hazard and preparedness
information and advice to residents of a new housing
complex. The 19 residence housing complex supports
vulnerable individuals and families with temporary
housing and support.

Tauranga Young Mariners
In August 2017, Emergency Management Bay of Plenty
staff supported the Tauranga Young Mariners, a group
of girls aged between 9 and 16, to undertake their Civil
Defence Badge. They were provided with Civil Defence
resources and information to support hazard awareness
and preparedness planning. This included Happens
Bags to create their own Get Away kits, ICE cards
to encourage friends and family to subscribe to text

alerts and Happens Booklets/plans to enable them to
develop household, family and individual preparedness
plans. The Civil Defence Badge supports their personal
preparedness and encourages the students to become
preparedness ambassadors in their communities.

Pāpāmoa Cruisers
In August 2017, Emergency Management Bay of Plenty
supported the Pāpāmoa Cruisers, a small group of
Pāpāmoa residents with mobility issues who are
dependent on mobility scooters. They were provided
with resources and information to support hazard
awareness and preparedness planning. This included
information on evacuation routes and planning,
Happens Bags to create Get Away kits, ICE cards and
Happens Booklets/plans.

Dominion Salt
During September 2017, Emergency Management
Bay of Plenty worked with over 75 staff at Dominion
Salt, Mount Maunganui, to promote preparedness.
They were provided with civil defence resources
and information to support hazard awareness and
preparedness planning, as well as Happens Bags to
can create their own Get Away kits and ICE cards to
encourage staff, their friends and family to subscribe to
text alerts.

Collaboration with New Zealand
Police
On 10 July 2017, Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty met with the New Zealand Police Western
Bay of Plenty Area Community Constable and
Neighbourhood Support Senior Sergeant. As a result
of the meeting, Emergency Management Bay of Plenty
is now collaborating with the New Zealand Police to
engage with communities across the Western Bay of
Plenty District Council and Tauranga City Council areas.
The NZ Police will provide emergency preparedness
resources to the community and work with Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty to identify community
champions to drive community response planning.
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Daffodil Day
On 22 August 2017, members of Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty supported the Cancer
Society Daffodil Day by delivering daffodils across
the Tauranga Central Business District. Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty also distributed ICE
cards at the same time, promoted preparedness and
encouraged the public to register for text alerts.

TECT Rescue Helicopter Open Day
On 19 March 2018, NZRT-16 Team assisted with
preparedness messaging to the public at the TECT
Rescue open day. This event was well attended and
the team used resources supplied by Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty to educate the public on
the importance of signing up to text alerts.

Presentation to Toi Ohomai students.
SOURCE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, MAY 2018

Training and Capability Development
Tauranga City Council participated in the national
ITF courses:

Tauranga Police Open Day
On 11 March 2018, NZRT-16 supported the Tauranga
Police Open Day with resources and engaged with the
public on personal preparedness. The event was part
of a number of national events held across the country.
The event was an excellent opportunity for police and
other agencies to connect with their local communities
as well as promoting Police as a career path.

Toi Ohomai ESOL Presentation
On 30 May 2018, the Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty presented at the Toi Ohomai campus and talk
to approximately 60 students from the “English as
a Second Language (ESOL)” on how to be prepared
for an emergency and how they could be involved in
Civil Defence.
The students were from mixed nationalities, mostly
Asian, European and South American, and ranged
in age from 16 to 65. The students also had various
education backgrounds, and were at various stages of
learning the English language.

• 20 participants completed the 4 hour online
ITF Coordination Centre Foundation online
assessment
• 18 participants completed the ITF Coordination
Centre Intermediate Course
• 1 participant completed the ITF Civil Defence
Centre Training.
Two 3 hour exercises were run in 2017/18, Exercise
Ruapehu I and Exercise Ruapehu II and included a total
of 51 participants.
Other training included:
• 72 participants completed Civil Defence
Induction training
• 22 participants completed EOC
Familiarisation sessions
• 1 participant completed Psychological First
Aid Training.
Volunteer training was delivered to Tauranga and
Western Bay of Plenty Welfare Volunteers, this
included:
• 7 participants attended the ITF Foundation
Coordination Centre Training
• 11 participants attended the ITF Civil Defence
Centre Training
• 10 participants attended Psychological First
Aid Training
• 9 Volunteers participated in an exercise.

76%

EOC Staff Trained
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(target
>80%)

84%

EOC roles filled
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(target
>90%)

11

community initiatives completed

Kawerau
Bay of Plenty Regional Council Long
Term Plan Consultation
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty attended
the Bay of Plenty Regional Council’s Long Term Plan
Consultation Stakeholder Forum at Kawerau on 26
February 2018 and the Kawerau Long Term Plan
Consultation at the Market day on 1 March 2018 to
answer questions on the CDEM targeted rates question
in the consultation document.

Oji Fibre Emergency Response Plan
Over the last two quarters, Kawerau District Council
has been working with Oji Fibre Solutions in the
development of their Emergency Response Plan. As
a designated major hazard facility, Oji was required
to develop and submit to Worksafe New Zealand an
emergency response plan for their site. Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty supported Kawerau District
Council with this work. This culminated in March 2018
with Emergency Management Bay of Plenty making
a formal comment on the draft Oji Fibre Emergency
Response Plan. Emergency Management Bay of Plenty
staff also provided support to Kawerau District Council
during their engagement with Te Ahi o Māui, as they
worked through a similar process.

Pederson Group Presentation
A presentation on risks and hazards and personal
preparedness was delivered to 30 staff from the
Pederson Group on the Tasman Pulp and Paper Mill site
in Kawerau.

Kawerau Woodfest
On Saturday 30 September 2017, Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty attended the Kawerau
Woodfest. Kawerau has a long history as a mill
town and the event celebrates all things wood.
Approximately 12,000 people visit Kawerau during
Woodfest week with the weekend providing a full day
of attractions and entertainment. The event provided
an opportunity for Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty to engage with the local community members
promoting preparedness, local hazard information and
encouraging individuals to make a plan with family,
friends and neighbours.

Kawerau Food Bank Drive
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty supported the
Kawerau Food Drive on 7 November 2017. The event
was very successful with an increase in contributions
from the community compared to previous years.
Kawerau Woodfest 2017
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, SEPTEMBER 2017
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Te Manaaki Pre-School

Training Capability and Development

Emergency Management Bay of Plenty supported the
Te Manaaki preschool on 13 June 2018 after two minor
events in the Kawerau area (earthquake swarms and
severe winds). Advice was provided to the centre on
what is required in their centre emergency kit along
with evacuation procedures and additional Get Ready
resources. Resources were also supplied to support
parents to create household plans and to understand
what the centre would do in an emergency.

Kawerau District Council participated in the National
ITF courses:

Community Response Guide and
Plans
During April and May 2018, a number of meetings
were held with the Kawerau Community Response
team to develop a Community Emergency Guide and
a Community Response Plan. This group has been
very proactive and a draft plan and Guide is now
being reviewed with the team in readiness for the next
workshop to be held in July 2018.

84%

EOC Staff Trained
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(target
80%)

• 1 participant completed the 4 hour online
ITF Coordination Centre Foundation online
assessment
• 3 Participants completed the ITF Civil Defence
Centre Training.
Two 3 hour exercises were run in 2017/18, Exercise
Ruapehu I and Exercise Ruapehu II and included a total
of 24 participants.
In other training:
• 24 participants completed EOC
Familiarisation sessions
• 9 participants completed EMIS Introduction sessions
• 2 participants attended the residential phase of the
Controllers Development Programme.

86%

(target
80%)

EOC roles filled

Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

7

community initiatives completed

Ōpōtiki
Ōpōtiki Pop-Up Shop

Community Response Planning

On 26 January 2018, Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty attended the Ōpōtiki Pop-Up Shop and engaged
with members of the community on preparedness.

On 29 November 2017, Emergency Management Bay
of Plenty facilitated a workshop with the Ōpōtiki
Community Response Team to begin working on the
Ōpōtiki Township Response Plan.
A draft plan is now under review by the Community
Response Team and a workshop to finalise the plan will
be held in August 2018.
The Ōpōtiki Township Community Emergency
Guide has been drafted and will be reviewed by the
Community Response Team for final amendments.

Te Kaha

Ōpōtiki pop-up shop
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY

February 2018 Weather Event
On 12 February 2018, Ōpōtiki District Council activated
their GECC in response to severe weather impacting
the area. The Otara River reached its highest recorded
level. Emergency Management Bay of Plenty and other
emergency services staff were deployed to Ōpōtiki to
support the response efforts. The Bay of Plenty CDEM
GECC activated in support. Impacts from this event left
the Ōpōtiki District Council with a large clean up and
restoration effort.

Bay of Plenty Regional Council Long
Term Plan Consultation
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty staff attend
the Bay of Plenty Regional Council’s Long Term Plan
Consultation Stakeholder Forum in Ōpōtiki on 5 March
2018 and the Community Drop-In session on 8 March
2018 to answer questions on the CDEM targeted rates
question in the consultation document.

Emergency Management Bay of Plenty have been
working with the Coast Community Board at Te Kaha
promoting community response planning. Members
of the board contacted key members from Marae,
schools, health services and agencies in the wider Te
Kaha community and confirmed the first meeting for
community response planning to be held at Te Kaha
Marae on Tuesday 10 October 2017 to begin work on
the Te Kaha Community Response Plan. The meeting
was well attended with the community committing
to the development of their own Facebook page to
promote the development of the Te Kaha Community
Response Plan.

Waioweka Marae
A meeting was held with Waioweka Marae Committee
representatives on Thursday 10 August 2017, to discuss
their Marae Emergency Preparedness. Waioweka Marae
representatives attended the Whakatōhea collective
Marae Emergency Preparedness Planning Hui in
February 2017, and were in the process of drafting a
plan. The Marae has a health and safety plan in place
which addresses some of the elements in the Marae
Emergency Preparedness Planning. They have been
given the Marae Planning template to assist with
completing their plan. Ongoing engagement continues
with Waioweka Marae to support them to advance
their plan.
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Whakatōhea Māori Trust Board

Training and Capability Development

The Community Resilience Team has maintained
contact this year with the Whakatōhea Māori Trust
Board to secure a date for a Marae exercise to test
their plan and to incorporate their response into
the community response. Several dates have been
proposed without a confirmation to enable this activity
to be completed. The Health and Safety Coordinator
is still committed to undertaking this activity and has
indicated July/August 2017 as a time that they will
propose to the marae

Ōpōtiki District Council participated in the National
ITF courses:

Red Tide

Two 3 hour exercises were run in 2017/18, Exercise
Ruapehu I and Exercise Ruapehu II and included a
total of 23 participants. 8 staff were also involved in Ex
Tropical Cyclone Gita - 12 February 2018 and had the
opportunity to reinforce their training in a real event.

On 2 May 2017 Emergency Management Bay of Plenty
supported the Red Tide Climate Action Summit in
Te Kaha. Two interactive workshops were held with
20-30 young adults between the ages of 15-18 years
old across the Ōpōtiki district to engage them in Civil
Defence Emergency Management. Students worked
through the process of develop their own emergency
preparedness plan to take home and share with
their whānau.

• 2 participants completed the 4 hour
online ITF Coordination Centre Foundation
online assessment
• 1 participant completed the ITF Coordination Centre
Intermediate Course
• 1 Participant completed the ITF Civil Defence
Centre Training.		

Other training included:
• 9 participants completed Civil Defence
Induction training
• 14 participants completed EOC
Familiarisation sessions
• 7 participants completed EMIS Introduction sessions.

Attendees at the Red Tide Climate Action Summit.
SOURCE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, MAY 2017

68%

EOC Staff Trained
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(target
100%)

90%

(target
100%)

EOC roles filled
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7

community initiatives completed

Western Bay of Plenty
Bay of Plenty Regional Council Long
Term Plan Consultation
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty staff attended
the Bay of Plenty Regional Council’s Long Term Plan
Stakeholders Consultation Forum at Katikati on 7 March
2018 to answer questions on the CDEM targeted rates
question in the consultation document. Bay of Plenty
Regional Council staff also held a consultation meeting
in Te Puke on 21 February 2018.

Tsunami Hazard Mapping
Tsunami hazard modelling has been completed for
the open coast parts of Western Bay of Plenty (Waihī
Beach, Pukehina and Maketū). This information has
been sent out to households in affected areas and
added to property files. Two community open days
on the recent tsunami modelling information for
Pukehina and Maketū were held on Saturday 5 May
2018. Inundation modelling for the Tauranga Harbour is
scheduled for the 2018-19 financial year.

Severe Weather Event January 2018
Severe weather impacted the Bay of Plenty in the first
week of January 2018. High winds and low pressure
coincided with king tides across the district causing
flooding in a number of coastal areas. The Western
Zone EOC was activated for a brief period on 5 January
2018. This was de-activated a few hours later once
messages warning residents to prepare for the evening
high tide had been issued and it was apparent that the
most significant impacts had passed.

Pukehina community members getting up to speed on the
latest tsunami hazard information.
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, MAY 2018

Te Puke

Ōmokoroa Wharf in the January storm surge event.
SOURCE: WESTERN BAY OF PLENTY DISTRICT COUNCIL, JANUARY 2018

On 20 July 2017, Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty attended the inaugural Te Puke Community
Response Team meeting. The event was well attended
with good representation from across the community.
During the meeting a Community Response Team was
established and planning for the development of a
community guide was completed.
The draft community response plan was reviewed at
the Te Puke Community Response Team meeting on
21 September 2018, and details were finalised for the
Community Guide. Further work was also undertaken
with the community to develop a distribution plan
for the community guide. 3000 copies of the guide
have been produced with a view to the community
distributing 2000 copies and the remainder being
held by the Western Bay of Plenty District Council
and Emergency Management Bay of Plenty for future
distribution. A digital copy has also been distributed.
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Ōmokoroa
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty have been
working with the Ōmokoroa Community, resulting
in an inaugural Ōmokoroa Community Response
Team meeting in July 2017. A Ōmokoroa Community
Response Team was established and planning for
the development of a Community Guide underway.
During December 2017, 5000 copies of the Ōmokoroa
Community Guide were produced by The Lizard, a local
community newspaper. 4100 copies were distributed
as a centrefold within the publication, which were able
to be removed for residents to keep. 400 copies were
also distributed at a range of drop off points including
local garages, cafes etc. A further 500 copies have
been kept at the Western Bay of Plenty District Council
and Emergency Management Bay of Plenty for future
distribution. In addition to the Guide, an article was
run in the publication promoting community response
planning to the local community.

Community Response Plans
The Waihī Beach and Athenree Community Response
Plans have been reviewed and finalised and the team
will continue to work with these communities with the
implementation of their plans.

Te Puna
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty met with the
Te Puna Heartlands coordinator on 1 September 2017
to discuss the Community Guide to Emergencies.
The coordinator confirmed that planning is well
underway with the Community Response Plan close
to completion. Emergency Management Bay of Plenty
staff engaged with The Lizard, a community newspaper
distributed from Katikati through to Wairoa (Te Puna)
who has offered support to the Te Puna Community
with the printing and distribution of the Community
Guide once it is finalised.
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Marae Emergency
Preparedness Plans
Ōtamarākau Marae have agreed that they will
commence the development of a Marae Emergency
Preparedness Plan in 2018 and will contact Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty to workshop the plan in
more detail.
Pukehina Marae remains interested in working with
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty to develop
a Marae Preparedness Plan but are waiting for the
outcome of discussions with the Marae Committee
before they re-engage.
Teawhe (Maketū) are discussing the development of
their Marae Preparedness.

Collaboration with New Zealand
Police
On 10 July 2017, Emergency Management Bay of Plenty
met with the New Zealand Police Western Bay of
Plenty Area Community Constable and Neighbourhood
Support Senior Sergeant. As a result of the meeting,
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty will be
collaborating with the New Zealand Police who are
engaging with communities across the Western Bay
of Plenty District Council and Tauranga City Council
areas. The Police will provide emergency preparedness
resources to the community and work with Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty to identify community
champions to drive community response planning.

Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

Welcoming Communities Project
On 11 July 2017 and 4 October 2017, Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty met members of the
DIA funded ‘Welcoming Communities’ project from
Western Bay of Plenty District Council and Tauranga
City Council. The project aims to bring agencies
together to provide coordinated support to new
migrants to the Western Bay of Plenty area. The
collaboration will provide an opportunity to engage
with new migrants and support preparedness and
hazard awareness to a vulnerable community who
often have language and cultural barriers to access of
information and support.

Te Tomiki Trust
On the 11 September 2017, Emergency Management
Bay of Plenty supported Te Tomiki Trust, a
kaupapa Māori organisation providing residential
accommodation for tangata whaiora, with psychiatric/
intellectual disabilities in the Western Bay of Plenty.
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty supported
them with emergency preparedness and planning,
resources and guidance including specific information
on organisational resilience, planning for drills and
hazard/preparedness information for caregivers of
vulnerable individuals.

DMS
DMS is a locally owned leading kiwifruit and avocado
orchard management and post-harvest operating in Te
Puke in the Bay of Plenty. On the 21 September 2017,
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty supported
the organisation (a kiwifruit packing house which
during packing season also provides pastoral care
and accommodation (onsite and offsite) for transient
kiwifruit workers, most from overseas) to develop an
emergency plan and promote personal preparedness
to staff. The team were also able to provide
information and resources to support emergency
preparedness and planning, including specifically
information on organisational resilience, planning
for drills and hazard/preparedness information
(including translated resources for overseas
transient workers).

77%

EOC Staff Trained

(target
75%)

Trevelyan’s Pack House and
Cool Store
On the 19 September 2017, Emergency Management
Bay of Plenty supported Trevelyan’s (a Te Puke based
kiwifruit packing house which during packing season
has up to 800 people per shift on site) to develop an
emergency plan and promote personal preparedness to
staff. Emergency Management Bay of Plenty provided
information and resources to support emergency
preparedness and planning, including specifically
information on organisational resilience, planning for
drills and hazard/preparedness information (including
translated resources in Punjabi and Samoan for
overseas transient workers).

Training and Capability Development
Western Bay of Plenty District Council participated in
the National ITF courses:
• 12 participants completed the 4 hour
online ITF Coordination Centre Foundation
online assessment
• 8 participants completed the ITF Coordination
Centre Intermediate Course.		
Two 3 hour exercises were run in 2017/18, Exercise
Ruapehu I and Exercise Ruapehu II and included a total
of 70 participants.
Other training included:
• 33 participants completed Civil Defence
Induction training
• 22 participants completed EOC Familiarisation
sessions.
Volunteer training was delivered to Tauranga and
Western Bay of Plenty Welfare Volunteers, this
included:
• 7 participants attended the ITF Foundation
Coordination Centre Training
• 11 participants attended the ITF Civil Defence
Centre Training
• 10 participants attended Psychological First
Aid Training
• 9 Volunteers participated in an exercise.

92%

(target
>75%)

EOC roles filled

10

community initiatives completed
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Whakatāne
Bay of Plenty Regional Council Long
Term Plan Consultation
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty attended
the Bay of Plenty Regional Council’s Long Term Plan
Stakeholder’s forum on 26 February 2018 and a
Community Consultation session at Edgecumbe’s Coast
to College Fun Run and Gala on Saturday 17 March
2018 to answer questions on the CDEM targeted rates
question in the consultation document.

Exercise Ruapehu
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty delivered a
tier two exercise (Exercise Ruapehu) on Wednesday
7 March 2018. Exercise Ruapehu simulated Mount
Ruapehu erupting, resulting in ash fall across the Bay
of Plenty. The Exercise provided a training opportunity
for EOC staff. The GECC staff demonstrated sound
team work and excellent communications between the
functions. The delivery of welfare services has been
identified as an area for future development.

Recommendations for the April 2017
Weather Events
Whakatāne District Council focussed a large amount
of effort addressing the recommendations from the
Kestrel Group review of the Whakatāne District Council
response to the April 2017 Weather Events. This work
has included the development of and evacuation
plan for the Edgecumbe township which is in a final
draft; an increase in the development and capability
of GECC Staff; and a review of the existing plans and
documents. The recommendations from the review are
being actively addressed and reported back to the Bay
of Plenty CDEM Group.
Whakatāne District Council Staff in action at
Exercise Ruapehu.
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, MARCH 2018

Rangitihi Marae/Umutahi Marae
(Matatā)
The Marae Emergency Preparedness Plan has been
completed and is awaiting approval by Marae Trustees.

Rangitahi Marae/Painoaiho
(Murupara)
A workshop is to be held in September 2018 for the
Marae to discuss Marae Emergency Preparedness
Planning with their committee.
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Maungaronga (Ōhope) Marae

Matatā

The Community Resilience Team attended a Marae
Committee meeting with the Maungaronga (Ōhope)
Marae to agree the programme of the up and coming
workshop and confirm they will become a Community
Led Centre for any emergency event.

The Matatā community response plan has been
finalised. A draft Community Guide has been
developed and a meeting will be held with the
Community leader for comment. This guide includes
Community Led Centres including Rangitihi and
Umutahi Marae.

Murupara Community
Response Planning

Tāneatua

The Murupara Community Response Plan has been
drafted and ready for final comments from Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty and Whakatāne District
Council. A draft Murupara Community Guide has also
been completed and is currently with the Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty for final comment.

Waimana
The Waimana Community Response Plan has been
finalised with the Waimana Community Response
Team. A draft Community Guide has now been
developed and is with the Community Response team
for final review. This will be printed and disseminated in
Quarter One of the next financial year.

Whakatāne Business and
Leisure Show

EOC Staff Trained

(target
85%)

Training Completion
Whakatāne District Council participated in the National
ITF courses:
• 16 participants completed the 4 hour online
ITF Coordination Centre Foundation online
assessment
• 37 participants completed the ITF Coordination
Centre Intermediate Course
• 1 participant completed the ITF Civil Defence
Training Course

Emergency Management Bay of Plenty staff attended
the annual Beacon Business and Leisure Show in
Whakatāne on 18 to 20 August 2017. This is the biggest
event in the Eastern Bay of Plenty. It provided a unique
opportunity to engage with a wide range of the
community, especially following the recent April 2017
weather events, to discuss personal, community and
business emergency preparedness. It was encouraging
to learn that almost every person spoken to by
Emergency Management Bay of Plenty staff had a plan,
or had completed some actions towards preparedness.

88%

On 13 October 2017, Emergency Management Bay of
Plenty held a community meeting with key community
agencies at the Tāneatua Fire Station to initiate
the community response planning process for the
Tāneatua area.

• 1 participant completed the ITF Logistics Pilot.
Two 3 hour exercises were run in 2017/18, Exercise
Ruapehu I and Exercise Ruapehu II and included a total
of 62 participants.
Other training included:
• 44 participants completed Civil Defence
Induction training
• 37 participants completed EOC Familiarisation
sessions.

93%

(target
85%)

EOC roles filled

9

community initiatives completed
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Rotorua Lakes
Reduction

Facilities and Equipment

Rotorua District is located in the centre of a caldera
and is therefore at high risk from a number of hazards
including geothermal events and earthquakes.
However over the past 50 years severe weather events
and flooding have been the most common type of
event necessitating a response from Rotorua Civil
Defence personnel.

Provision for a new EOC area has been included
in renovation plans for the main Council building
and that area should be fully operational in the late
2018. Council also has arrangements in place with
two partner agencies for two alternative sites for
an EOC, if required. As part of the renovation of the
new EOC, a review is also being conducted of current
equipment needs.

Rotorua Lakes Council has factored environmental risks
into Rotorua’s long-term planning process. As a result
of that process, the priorities for risk mitigation were
identified as being:
• Proactive maintenance of high-risk catchment areas
to reduce likelihood of flooding
• Enhancing storm water capacity in critical
catchments in order to mitigate the impact of
climate change
• Review of Level of Service (LOS) for main stormwater trunks (rivers and streams) in collaboration
with the Bay of Plenty Regional Council
• Ensuring the protection of drinking water quality
through double screen treatment for all sources
• Reduction of inflow and infiltration risk level, based
on Economic Level of Investment (ELI)
• Transport accessibility and resiliency (structure
augmentations such as bridges and culverts) and
enhancements of the three main transport corridors
based on Business Cases submitted to NZTA
• Geothermal mapping and insertion into the code of
practice for land development.

Readiness
Developing operational systems and capabilities for a
civil defence emergency continues to be an on-going
area of work for Rotorua Lakes Council. Over the past
year there has been a particular focus on enhancing
the internal capability of Rotorua Lakes Council and
building resilience across the Rotorua community.
In order to enhance internal capability Council
appointed a second Full Time Equivalent to the Council
Civil Defence office. Additional capacity has enabled
Council to review and improve operational readiness
and increase and engage with groups and networks
across the Rotorua community to encourage and
support systems that build community resilience.
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Staffing
Council has increased the capacity and capability of
Civil Defence staff in the last 12 months, including the
appointment of three additional alternate controllers
who will undertake Controller training this year. Other
staff have attended a number of training courses
during the year.

Training
Training activities over the past 12 months include
provision of psychosocial training for welfare staff, and
volunteers. A joint training exercise was undertaken
with Council CDEM welfare staff, New Zealand Red
Cross and community volunteers. The training involved
the establishment of a Civil Defence Centre and the
simulation of triaging and processing people seeking
help. A number of training activities were undertaken
with community groups, including one of Rotorua’s
largest employers Red Stag Timber which committed its
entire staff to a full day of Civil Defence preparedness
training that was facilitated by Council staff. A number
of smaller training exercises were also held with special
interest groups within the community.

Response
During the 2017-18 year CDEM staff were mobilised
on eight occasions – all for severe weather events.
With the exception of the severe weather event on
29 April 2018 that resulted in a state of emergency
being declared, all events were managed using
Rotorua lakes Council operational staff, CDEM staff and
Council contractors.
The frequency of severe weather events has resulted
in a greater public awareness of the risks presented
by natural hazards and the importance of being
prepared for such events. That increased awareness
has also led to an increase in requests for advice from
both individuals and organisations. Rotorua CDEM
responded positively to all requests for service in order

Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

to maximise every opportunity to promote community
resilience and personal readiness.

caused serious damage to public roads and bridges
across the district. The cost of repairing damage to
infrastructure has been estimated at about $5 million.
Feedback from the Rotorua public in respect of
Council’s response to this event has been generally
very positive. At a meeting involving elected members
of Lakes Council, Rotorua Community Boards and
the Te Tatau o Te Arawa Board Members a motion of
confidence in the Rotorua CDEM organisation was
passed unanimously.

Slip on Paradise Valley Road.

Recovery

SOURCE: ROTORUA LAKES COUNCIL, APRIL 2018

The most significant event for Rotorua CDEM in the last
12 months was the severe weather event that occurred
on 29 April 2018. 182 mm of rain fell within a seven
hour period; the highest ever recorded in such a short
time frame. As a result rain water systems were overwhelmed and flooding occurred at multiple locations
across the District.
The Ngongotahā stream rose to its highest level ever
recorded with a peak flow of 62.7 cumecs (62,700 litres
per second); which is considered a 1 in 100 year event.
At about 1530 hrs that day the Ngongotahā stream
flowed over its banks and caused wide spread flooding
in the Western Road area of Ngongotahā, resulting in
the declaration of a local state of emergency. Numerous
houses in the Western Road area were damaged
by flood waters including 90 homes that were
subsequently made the subject of an insanitary notice.
The flooding necessitated the evacuation of numerous
families across the district; some will not be able to reoccupy their homes until substantial repairs have been
completed. That process will take several months.
In the days after the event almost 900 people
contacted Rotorua Lakes Council to advise they had
been affected by the flooding. 118 families or individuals
have registered for welfare assistance. 98 Rotorua
Lakes Council staff (25% of total employees) worked on
the response phase of the event. A team of 7 Rotorua
Lakes Council staff were seconded to the recovery
phase, with an additional 4 staff employed on
contract as ‘Navigators’ to provide direct
support to those affected by the flooding.

As outlined above, the severe weather event that
occurred on 29 April 2018 has thoroughly tested
Rotorua’s response and recovery capability. The
recovery phase for the April event is on-going and
expected to last until at least November 2018. The
Recovery Team has drawn heavily on the experience
and learnings of the 2017 flooding event in Edgecumbe.
Likewise, Rotorua acknowledges the support and
advice provided by several staff from other agencies
and Councils during the early stages of the recovery
phase in Rotorua.

Training Completion
Rotorua Lakes Council participated in the National
ITF courses:
• 4 participants completed the ITF Coordination
Centre Foundation online assessment
• 12 participants completed the ITF Coordination
Centre Intermediate Course.
Other training included:
• 14 participants completed CIMS 4 training.
Rotorua Lakes Council had 4 participants attend the
Pumice Lands Region 2 RIMT exercise. 12 participants
attended Rotorua Weather Event 4-6 January 2018
and 73 participants attend the Rotorua Weather Event
28-29 April.

In addition to damage to
private properties, the event

48%

EOC Staff Trained

(target
68%)

77%

(target
68%)

EOC roles filled

15

community initiatives completed
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Bay of Plenty Lifelines
Group Annual Report
Highlights
Lifelines Executive strategic planning
session

Appointment of new Lifelines
Chairperson

In March 2018, the Bay of Plenty Lifelines Executive
held a strategic planning meeting. The goal was to
begin to scope a draft 12 month work plan and 5 year
strategy, setting the direction of the Bay of Plenty
Lifelines Group. The Executive decided to undertake an
internal assessment of the Lifeline Group’s outputs and
focus over the past two years (since the Charter was
implemented). The wider Bay of Plenty Lifelines Group
membership will be consulted on a number of potential
work streams to feed into the proposed Plans.

The Bay of Plenty Lifelines Group elected Andrew
Hitchfield (Regional Manager of Vodafone) as the new
Bay of Plenty Lifelines Chairperson at the meeting
on 6 March 2018. Andrew took over the role from the
Hadley Page (deputy Chairperson) who had been
temporarily filling the role. Andrew has been involved
in telecommunications sector for over a decade, having
previously held senior management roles within the
industry including National Sales Manager at Telecom
Mobile and General Manager of Emphone.

Lifelines Website

Distant Source Volcanic Ash fall
Exercise

The Bay of Plenty Lifelines Group agreed to
decommission the Bay of Plenty Lifelines website in
favour of Lifelines being incorporated into the new
Bay of Plenty CDEM Group website. The functionality
of the previous ‘members area’ (requiring login) has
been replaced by Objective Connect (administered
by BOPRC).

Invoicing
In February 2018, all Legislated (CDEM Act 2002)
Lifeline members in the Bay of Plenty were invoiced the
amount agreed at the 2017 Lifelines Group AGM. These
payments are being received by the administering
authority, the Bay of Plenty Regional Council. As of
6 June 2018 Lifelines Executive meeting, 11 invoices
remain outstanding
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At the first full Bay of Plenty Lifelines Group meeting
of 2018, the Lifeline Utilities Coordinator ran a distant
source volcanic ash fall table-top exercise for the
members. Brad Scott of GNS science was on hand
to answer questions and offer his technical advice.
The exercise started with a briefing from Emergency
Management Bay of Plenty on how Lifelines
Coordination should occur in a civil defence emergency,
the role of the Lifeline Utilities Coordinator (LUC), and
the levels of response the member organisations align
to. The CIMS structure was reiterated, as was what
information can be expected from the Utilities and the
technical advice available to them from civil defence.
The exercise focussed on the procedural response to
pending ashfall in the Bay of Plenty and how rainfall
would impact on their response and the vulnerabilities
the scenario posed. There was a general consensus
from feedback, regardless of the sector they
represented, that road access and electricity (either
from mains supply or back-up generator) were the two
most essential services that needed to be maintained.

Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group

National Lifeline Chairs and Project
Manager meeting
In June 2018, the NZ Lifelines Council held its annual
Chairpersons and Project Managers meeting at the
Ministry of Civil Defence & Emergency Management in
Wellington.
The Bay of Plenty Lifelines Group was represented at
this meeting by Andrew Hitchfield (Chairperson) and
Fraser Toulmin (Lifeline Utilities Coordinator). Each
region provided an update on projects underway in
their area and challenges faced by Lifelines Groups.
Key topics included the National Vulnerability
Assessment, The Wellington Resilience Project and
the development of a Lifeline Utilities Coordinator
training package led by the Ministry of Civil Defence &
Emergency Management.

Bay of Plenty Lifelines Group Meeting
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, JUNE 2018

The minutes and presentations of the meeting will be
made available to all members of the Bay of Plenty
Lifelines Group.

Bay of Plenty Lifelines Group – financials for the year ended 30 June 2017
$ Budget

$ Actual

Member contributions

40,030

49,300

Total Operating Revenue

40,030

49,300

Total Operating Expenditure

40,030

15,832

1

33,468

30,482

30,482

0

33,468

30,482

63,950

Net Surplus (deficit)
Bay of Plenty Lifelines Reserve Account
Opening Balance
Surplus/(deficit) transferred
Closing Balance

The Bay of Plenty Lifelines Group revenue was greater than forecast due to an increase in payment of members
voluntary subscriptions. The Bay of Plenty Lifelines Group have put a hold on future project work while it reviews
its current position and programme of works moving forward. This has resulted in a significant underspend of just
over $25,000.
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Bay of Plenty Welfare
Coordination Group
Annual Report
The Bay of Plenty WCG have continued to meet
regularly this year and made the decision to continue
to meet bi-monthly as there is a substantial amount
of work that needs to be completed across readiness,
response and recovery in welfare.

Bay of Plenty Group Welfare Plan
2018/2023
The Bay of Plenty CDEM Group developed a Group
Welfare Plan which was approved by the Coordinating
Executive Group (CEG) in 2006. In 2013, a new revised
plan was drafted but due to the proposed significant
changes in legislation around the delivery of welfare
services, it was agreed to postpone its release.
On 1 December 2015, the National CDEM Plan Order
2015 came into force which outlined the new roles
and responsibilities of agencies to deliver the welfare
services across Reduction, Readiness, Response and
Recovery.
A working party was formed in October 2017 to
develop a Project Brief for the development of the
Group Welfare Plan; this group consisted of the District
Health Board, Ministry of Civil Defence & Emergency
Management, Ministry of Primary Industries, the Chairs
of the local welfare committees and the Chair of the
WCG.
The key outcomes of this project are:

On 21 February 2018, a workshop was held with all
welfare responsible agencies to begin developing the
Bay of Plenty Group Welfare Plan. This first draft was
sent to key organisations as a first consultation and
feedback was discussed and agreed by WCG on the
19 April 2018. The Group Welfare Plan will be further
updated and sent for final consultation in readiness for
adoption by CEG in November 2018.

Annual Welfare Forum
On Wednesday 27 June 2018, the WCG held the
annual welfare forum called “Diverse Response”. The
seminar was designed to highlight the importance of
understanding our increasingly diverse communities in
the Bay of Plenty.
A number of speakers from Korea, Indonesia, China,
India and Pacifika shared their cultural and religious
beliefs. The Bay of Plenty Interpreting Services also
demonstrated how CDEM could access the service
which currently supports over 40 different languages.
During the breaks, the audience had the opportunity to
learn how to tie a turban and understand the different
types that exist and their meanings

• strengthened, standardised, well understood
roles and responsibilities across all levels for
welfare services
• greater engagement and ownership by agencies
responsible for coordinating and delivering welfare
services sub functions
• greater engagement between the National WCG,
the Bay of Plenty WCG and the Local Welfare
Committees and agencies at national, regional and
local levels

Diverse Response Seminar.
SOURCE: EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT BAY OF PLENTY, JUNE 2018

• improved coordination: Group and Local Welfare
Managers engage with agencies responsible, which
in turn coordinate and engage with their supporting
agencies for the relevant sub-function
• develop positive relationships with increased
communication and information sharing.
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Glossary of terms
Acronyms list
BAU
Bay of Plenty CDEM Group
Bay of Plenty CDEM Group Plan
BOPRC
CDEM
CEG
CIMS
ECC

Business As Usual
Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group
Bay of Plenty Civil Defence Emergency Management Group Plan
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
Civil Defence Emergency Management
Coordinating Executive Group
Coordinated Incident Management System
Emergency Coordination Centre

EMIS

Emergency Management Information System

EOC

Emergency Operations Centre

FCP

Fuel Contingency Plan

GECC

Group Emergency Coordination Centre

GIS

Geographic Information System

ICE

In Case of Emergency

ITF

Integrated Training Framework

KDC
KPI
MCDEM
ODC

Kawerau District Council
Key Performance Indicator
Ministry of Civil Defence & Emergency Management
Ōpōtiki District Council

PIM

Public Information Management

RLC

Rotorua Lakes Council

TCC

Tauranga City Council

WBOPDC

Western Bay of Plenty District Council

WCG

Welfare Coordinating Group

WDC

Whakatāne District Council
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bopcivildefence.govt.nz
facebook.com/bopcivildefence
twitter.com/bopcivildefence

